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Vieux Carré Commission 5g Subcommittee  

Research on 5g in other historic areas. 

 

Prepared by Renee Bourgogne, VCC Senior Architectural Historian 

  

Purpose: The Vieux Carré Commission and 5g Subcommittee asked at the August Commission hearing 

what other cities were doing to fight the infiltration of new 5g towers in historic neighborhoods. The 

following document contains recent updates, correspondence with grassroots organizations in 

Charleston, a timeline of activities in Charleston and various links for news articles for other cities and 

for historic preservation sites on the case.  The majority of the information presented here deals with 

the City of Charleston, as the grassroots organizations there were the most open to responding.  I 

reached out to the Charleston’s Board of Architecture Review but did not hear back.  Whether their lack 

of response is due to Covid-19, or their absence of involvement in the process is unclear. 

 

VCC staff conclusion: After corresponding with Stop5g in Charleston and reading the numerous articles 

posted online regarding the installation for 5g in historic areas, I would report that New Orleans is ahead 

of the game in working closely with the Office of Utilities and a 3rd party engineer to come up with an 

acceptable design.  It is the goal of this sub-committee to comment on the design of the new poles as 

the recent decision of the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals holds that “cities may have some control over 

aesthetics with the provisos attached” (see full decision below and in attached documents).   VCC Staff 

has ascertained that it was not the historic district commissions in other cities that lead the efforts to 

stop 5g, but instead the cities as a whole with the backing of citizens and grassroots organizations. With 

the research presented here, staff believes the sub-committee should wait to view the prototype that 

will be installed later this month before making their final decision. 

 

 

VCC subcommittee conclusion: 
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How did we get here? 

In September 2018 the FCC removed all regulatory barriers of 5g and implemented the “fast track plan” 

(see attached document and article dated 9/26/2020). Cities did not have time to respond to carrier 

requests and were held liable if delayed.  Shortly thereafter the National Trust sued the FCC.  It took 

some 11 months for the ruling, but the courts decided on August 9, 2019, that the Section 106 process 

must be adhered to instead of the “fast track” plan. (See attached declaratory ruling dated 08-09-2019 

for more information.) 

 

Around this time VCC staff, VCCF, VCPORA and other neighborhood groups alerted to the large number 

of incoming permits for small cell towers, met and began to discuss the visual impact these new towers 

would have on the tout ensemble of the French Quarter. 

 

In December 2019 VCCF talked to the lead attorney at the National Trust who informed the French 

Quarter advocates of the February 10, 2020 case being heard before the 9th Circuit Court of appeals.  

The ruling on that case came just last month on August 12, 2020. 

 

In March 2020, French Quarter advocates met with City Councilman Jason Williams in his capacity as the 

Chair for the City of New Orleans’ Smart City Committee to discuss 5g in historic districts. The advocates 

asked for a comprehensive city plan for the rollout of 5g that included aesthetic requirements. 

Councilman Williams expressed his support of making New Orleans a smart city and that 5g was part of 

the endeavor. 

 

Recent updates (provided by Brook Tesler, Executive Director of VCCF, to mailing list via email): 

“On August 12th, a decision was made in the 5G/FCC court case that was heard in the 9th Circuit 

court of Appeals on Feb. 10, 2020. The Federal Communications Commission has defeated 

dozens of cities in court (including Portland, Oregon; San Francisco; New York City; Los Angeles; 

Boston; Chicago; Washington, DC; Las Vegas; Philadelphia; Austin, Texas; and others), with 

judges ruling that the FCC can preempt local fees and regulations imposed on wireless carriers 

deploying 5G networks.” 

 

“Rather than give the FCC a complete victory, the judges' panel overturned the commission's 

preemption of certain aesthetic requirements that cities and towns impose on cellular 

installations. The FCC ruled that "aesthetics requirements are not preempted if they are (1) 

reasonable, (2) no more burdensome than those applied to other types of infrastructure 

deployments, and (3) objective and published in advance." This decision leads me to believe that 

the efforts I’ve undertaken on behalf of the VCC Foundation and alongside other French Quarter 

groups, to minimize the visual effects of 5G tower installation in the French Quarter, since 

September 2019 were appropriate and ahead of our peers.” 

 

Go to  https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2020/08/fcc-beats-cities-in-court-helping-carriers-avoid-2-

billion-in-local-5g-fees/ for more information on the breakdown.  The August 12th decision for anyone 

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2020/08/fcc-beats-cities-in-court-helping-carriers-avoid-2-billion-in-local-5g-fees/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2020/08/fcc-beats-cities-in-court-helping-carriers-avoid-2-billion-in-local-5g-fees/
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that wants to read the legal language and more specific details as well as which cities and entities were 

involved in the suit. 

 

“In addition, the Mayor's Office of Utilities is expecting a prototype 5G lamppost pole to be 

temporarily “installed” in mid-September. The prototype will be on wheels and will be placed in 

different locations throughout the French Quarter for scale and comment. I will circulate more 

information on the prototype and the location(s) as I receive it.”   

 

 

***UPDATE from VCC staff: As of September 9, 2020, we have been informed that the prototype will 

be available for view. It will also be on wheels so we can move it to different locations.  More to 

come!!! 

 

 

From the Office of Utilities in response to questions posed at the last Commission hearing (received 

9/15/2020): 

• In order to limit the numbers of new or altered poles, vendors must attempt to 

co-locate equipment on single poles whenever possible.  We always push for 

collocation, and the Franchisees actually have a "common use" provision in 

their agreement with the City that essentially says they have to make their best 

effort to collocate on another pole and/or to allow others to collocate on their 

poles. That said, we have to keep in mind that the more we collocate on one 

pole, the larger and taller that pole must be. There is an argument to be made 

that in the Quarter, it actually makes sense not to collocate because then we can 

have smaller, slimmer, stealth poles that actually mimic the existing lamp posts. 

If we collocate in the quarter, we will have poles 20'-40' tall and 18"-22" in 

diameter (the Crown poles we have now). 

• Because the Commission has responsibility for the tout ensemble of the 

District, comprehensive proposal, indicating the number and locations of ALL 

5G poles that are proposed ALONG WITH all additional poles to be proposed 

by all vendors must be presented for review in globo. Approval will only be 

given to comprehensive proposals including all 5G vendors. 

• We have a map of proposed sites, but it is only a snapshot in time. More will 

likely be added in the future. 

• Provide street scape images of possible visual impact of taller lamp posts 

indicating the change in light intensity, light out-put, effect on the streetscape 

and adjacent buildings. 

• We have some of these images in the PowerPoint. We can ask the carriers to 

create more photo simulations. We are also going to put out a physical 

prototype for review and comment.  

• I have not seen another historic district create as nice a pole as we have.  
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• Provide information on whether the system is designed only for users on the 

street (e.g. is this being designed to handle maximum loads during peak holiday 

events such as Mardi Gras). The proposal should be scaled back to have less 

visual impact on the district meeting more closely the everyday needs of locals 

as a more appropriate middle ground. 

• Vendors, network engineers and installers should be present on a follow-up call 

and provide definitive proposals for the size, design, location or number of 5G 

towers. 

• We have a map of proposed sites, but it is only a snapshot in time. More will 

likely be added in the future. We are planning to have a prototype viewing with 

the vendor soon.  

• The idea of co-locating the 5G towers with lamp posts should be presented with 

engineering confirmation from the vendors for location, and number of design 

of towers. 

• We have a map of proposed sites, but it is only a snapshot in time. More will 

likely be added in the future. We are planning to have a prototype viewing with 

the vendor soon.  

• A physical mock-up of proposed adaptation of existing lamp posts must be 

prepared for Commission inspection and comment for both single vendor 

towers and towers supporting multiple vendor equipment 

• We are planning to have a prototype viewing with the vendor soon.  

• There are valid health concerns about this new technology and what are the 

potential effects of proximity to the human body, especially in the 

concentrations being proposed. Further information of the health effects must 

be provided. 

• Under the law, carriers and vendors are responsible for assuring that their 

equipment meets the FCC guidelines for safety. Also under the law, the City 

expressly cannot regulate based on safety concerns.  
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Charleston Information 

Messages from Alison at STOP5g Charleston: 

Hello Renee, 

It is great to hear from another beautiful, historic city that is going to fight back against 5G. 

Downtown Charleston already has ugly black towers going up in front of beautiful historic 

buildings. We have pictures on our website.      You will find a lot of information we have 

shared on our website as far as initiatives we are taking to slow or stop the progress – but there 

are already towers downtown. The decision making power happens with the city council and 

mayor, utilities, school districts and private businesses who are paid by cell infrastructure 

companies.  

 

Check out the Take Action section and the Local Updates section to learn about our situation in 

Charleston. Maybe that will help you understand where to start.   

https://stop5gcharleston.com/ 

We also have plugged in to a national group that has been very helpful from the legal options 

standpoint of citizens filing Americans with Disabilities Act letters with the local government, 

Notice of Liability for decision makers and schools, etc. You can ask to get on her mailing list and 

listen to informative calls every few weeks. Mandy Jacobs is the President and has been very 

successful at stopping 5G in her town in California. She sells the legal documents for a very 

nominal fee and then offers support via the calls. http://unitedissuesreform.org/united-states/ 

 

I hope you find this helpful. First step is to join together with others who are concerned. If you 

can educate a city council person and get a foot in the door there with someone who is willing 

to listen that can be very helpful. Local government will tell you their hands are tied, but other 

cities have done it if they are willing to stand up to the wireless industry. In the national updates 

section I put a story from Palm Beach, FL where the city had concerns about the aesthetic of 5G 

towers…. They decided to use fiber optic cabling instead. It’s an easy solution if cities are willing 

to stand up for it!!!! 

 

Best of luck to you! 

Alison 

 

Hi Renee, 

 

It’s so sad.  

 

When I come across articles I post them on the website under National Updates.  

 

http://unitedissuesreform.org/united-states/
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You also may want to subscribe to Americans for Safe Technology. They share news from other 

cities.  

Charleston Preservation Society has not taken a stand. The city was concerned about aesthetic, 

but haven’t gone as far as to block or deny permits at this time.  

 

It’s going to be a long haul. Unfortunately, it’s like “whack a mole” and you may need to fight 

one permit at a time. Build a coalition of people to help, you will need it.  

 

I wish you luck and I hope what I have gathered on the website is a good head start for you!!!!! 

NOLA stay strong! 

 

Alison 

 

Charleston timeline of events (information taken from the Stop 5g Charleston page and other 

articles): 

2018 - City of Charleston Sued for Stalling 5G Deployment 
Click to view order on Crown Castle Fiber LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment in the Crown Castle Fiber 
LLC v. City of Charleston litigation pending in US District Court in the District of South Carolina, 
Charleston Division  
 
Houston based 5G infrastructure installation company Crown Castle sued the City of Charleston for 
discouraging small cell infrastructure downtown. As a result, Charleston passed the current Small Cell 
Ordinance so the installation process could begin.  
 
This ordinance is written in favor of the wireless industry and offers no protection Charleston residents. 
To view go to: Charleston City Ordinance for Small Cell Wireless Facilities Permitting & Placement in 
Rights of Way 
 
December 2019 - Residents Voice 5G Concerns to City Council 
Charleston residents spoke at three city council meetings asking council members to send the 
unacceptable Small Cell Ordinance back to corporate counsel attorneys for revisions.  Specifically, 
residents wanted the ordinance to restrict the installation of small cell towers and antennas to a 
minimum of 300 feet from schools, day cares, and homes.   
 
 
 
January 2020 - City Council Votes in Favor of Resident's 5G Concerns 
Charleston City Council voted in favor of sending the Small Cell Ordinance back to the city attorneys for 
revision to include the restriction limiting installation of towers/antennas at least 300 feet away from 
schools, day cares and homes.  
 
In addition, City Council also passed a resolution to go to the State Senate opposing the passing of any 
legislation to further restrict local governments in the deployment of 5G. Third, City Council passed a 
resolution to go to the U.S. Congress asking for a review of FCC regulations and urging new studies on 
the health risks of 5G technology, since none currently exist. 
 

https://dockets.justia.com/docket/south-carolina/scdce/2:2017cv02562/238284
https://dockets.justia.com/docket/south-carolina/scdce/2:2017cv02562/238284
https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/20423/Requirements-for-Small-Cell-Wireless-FacilitiesPermitting-and-Placement-in-Rights-of-Way?bidId=
https://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/20423/Requirements-for-Small-Cell-Wireless-FacilitiesPermitting-and-Placement-in-Rights-of-Way?bidId=
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February/March 2020 - South Carolina Senate Subcommittee Meetings for SC Bill H4262  
South Carolina Senate subcommittee meetings began on Bill H4262. Concerned citizens from all over the 
state of South Carolina attended and spoke opposing H4262, which restricts local governments decision 
making power in regards to 5G deployment, giving more power to the wireless industry.   
 
At the last subcommittee meeting, which occurred on March 5, 2020, concerned citizens opposing the 
bill were told by the subcommittee that the Charleston attorneys only came to statehouse with 5G cell 
tower aesthetic concerns. They claimed to have not been presented with the Charleston City Council 
resolution opposing H4262.   
 
Stop 5g Charleston later learned the Charleston city attorneys were contacted by "someone from the 
other side" and offered a deal if Charleston decided it would not oppose H4262.  The details of this 
agreement have not been disclosed, but the result on the other side was Charleston's support of H4262.  
Because of this agreement at the state level, Charleston City Council's opposition to H4262 had been 
intercepted and buried.  
 
March 2020 - Mayor Tecklenburg's Current Stance 
Mayor Tecklenburg had said “he feels it is unlikely that the current Small Cell Ordinance will be revised 
to meet Stop 5g Charleston’s requests to restrict the placement of small cell antennas at least 300 feet 
from schools, day cares, and homes.  He said the reason is because of the FCC 2018 Order and now the 
pending State H4262 bill which restrict local government power in such decisions.   
 
**Update, now with state Bill H4262 vote postponed because of COVID, the City of Charleston has more 
time to make changes to its Small Cell Ordinance before the state bill potentially goes into effect and 
Charleston still has local decision making power.  
 
April 2020 - COVID Lockdown 
Despite schools and businesses being closed, small cell infrastructure companies continue to install 
towers and antennas as they have been deemed "essential services" during the crisis. Stop 5G 
Charleston contacted Mayor Tecklenburg and the Charleston city attorney/corporate counsel to 
question the installation of infrastructure for a 5G service (that won't be operational for many months if 
not years) as an "essential" service during the crisis. Stop 5g Charleston was told if the installation 
companies have been classified as "essential" by the governor, then there is nothing that can be done. 
The 5G infrastructure installation companies have been granted permission to continue work in 
Charleston. 
 
 
 

Other relevant websites: 

https://stop5gflorida.com/ 

https://stop5gcharleston.com/ 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-pol-small-cell-towers-20191107-

kpzpdakqfzatbneutzcv2rlguq-story.html 

https://www.severnaparkvoice.com/stories/the-great-small-cell-debate,29850 

http://mdcoalition4safeneighborhoods.blogspot.com/2018/03/the-annapolis-hearing-on-5g-small-

cells.html 

https://stop5gflorida.com/
https://stop5gcharleston.com/
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-pol-small-cell-towers-20191107-kpzpdakqfzatbneutzcv2rlguq-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-pol-small-cell-towers-20191107-kpzpdakqfzatbneutzcv2rlguq-story.html
https://www.severnaparkvoice.com/stories/the-great-small-cell-debate,29850
http://mdcoalition4safeneighborhoods.blogspot.com/2018/03/the-annapolis-hearing-on-5g-small-cells.html
http://mdcoalition4safeneighborhoods.blogspot.com/2018/03/the-annapolis-hearing-on-5g-small-cells.html
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https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/20170503/official-palm-beach-exempt-from-5g-

wireless-law 

NTHP forum thread: https://forum.savingplaces.org/connect/community-

home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=c13137f9-befd-416f-840b-

8c04ee1b3e06&CommunityKey=d701af53-86f6-40a0-888d-ab43303f575a&tab=digestviewer 

https://ohp.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=28034 

 

https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/20170503/official-palm-beach-exempt-from-5g-wireless-law
https://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/20170503/official-palm-beach-exempt-from-5g-wireless-law
https://ohp.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=28034
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ADDRESS:  1005-09 St. Philip Street 

OWNER: Balentine Carbondale Holdings LLC 

ZONING:   VCR-1 

USE:   Residential 

 

DENSITY 

Allowed:   3 units (approx.) 

Existing:   1 Unit 

Proposed:  No Change 

 

APPLICANT:   John C. Williams 

SQUARE:   105 

LOT SIZE:   2792.4 sq. ft. (approx.) 

 

OPEN SPACE 

Required:   837.7 sq. ft. (approx.) 

Existing:   Unknown 

Proposed:   No Change 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

 

This address actually consists of two historic lots of record, upon which separate buildings stand.  At 

1005, there is a circa 1895 2-bay shotgun cottage. At 1009-11, however, a c. 1830 frame Creole cottage 

was demolished in the 1940's. The historic service building at the rear property line was rebuilt, probably 

using the original materials. The small shed at the front property line has no significance. 

 

Rating: 1005 St. Philip -- Green - of local architectural and/or historical importance.   

1007-09 St. Philip -- Rear “kitchen”-- orange - unrated 20th century construction;  

shed at front property line -- brown of no architectural significance.  
 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of      09/16/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/16/2020 

Permit #18-01001-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Update on current status of proposal to renovate courtyard and install fountain, following 30-day 

Commission deferral on 08/19/2020. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/16/2020 

 

[NOTE: The Commission is being updated on the status of the fountain design at 1005-09 St. Philip. 

VCC review is based on architectural merit and Design Guidelines appropriateness only. Zoning 

compliance will not be discussed as it is outside the VCC’s purview. Any discussion regarding the 

location of the fountain should be directed to the Board of Zoning Adjustments.] 

 

On 08/19/2020, the Commission reviewed an appeal of the Committee’s approval and deferred the 

application for 30 days to provide the appellant time to file an appeal with the Board of Zoning 

Adjustments and to give the applicant and property owners an opportunity to pursue compromises in the 

design to address the neighbors’ concerns. The applicant revised the proposal as follows:  

 

The grapefruit tree is no longer being proposed but is noted in the same location as “new fruit tree with 

noninvasive root system.” Staff requested that the dimensions of this space be provided on the drawings 

and that the applicant propose specific species of tree so staff can verify that it will not cause disruption to 

the foundations of the existing walls and fence before granting approval in this location.  

 

The fountain design has been modified with the goal of pulling the water sources away from the existing 

brick fence to avoid moisture wicking. The fountainhead is shown mounted to a steel support plate, offset 

6” from the brick wall and anchored below. Instead of applying waterproofing directly to the existing 

brick fence, a CMU knee wall (shown with a brick cap and PVC pond vapor barrier) will be added 

between the fence and the basin. The brick basin is slightly larger in each direction (increasing in depth 

from 3’-9” to 5’-1”) and is now proposed as 1’-9” tall so it can be used as a garden seat. The added height 

also reduces the potential splash from the sugar kettle as the water flows into the basin, which should 

further protect the brick fence.  

 

Staff did not consider any of the proposed changes detrimental to the appearance of the fountain and 

considered it to fit within the tout ensemble of the French Quarter. The added layer of CMU, increased 

waterproofing measures (this design also calls for “steel support and mesh, shop drawings to be submitted 

to the VCC”), and pulling the fountainhead away from the wall should all serve to protect the brick fence 

from moisture and wicking, addressing preservation concerns. Staff requested additional development of 

the steel fountainhead support to ensure that it is appropriately detailed, as well as submittal of 

manufacturer’s specifications for all pumps and equipment.  

 

Overall, staff found the proposed alterations to the design to be in keeping with the Design Guidelines and 

VCC purview and recommended conceptual approval with final details and materials to be submitted to 

staff for final review prior to permit issuance. The Committee moved to conceptually approve the 
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applicant’s revisions, with a proviso that final approval or denial of the proposal to install a fruit tree will 

be handled at staff level once adequate information is submitted for review. 

 

Staff has not been updated on the status of the neighbors’ appeal to the Board of Zoning Adjustments.  

 

Staff notes that the above information is being presented to the Commission following the 8/19/2020 

motion to defer for 30 days, and no motion is required at this time.    

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    09/16/2020 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      09/10/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/10/2020 

Permit #18-01001-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Review of proposed revisions to courtyard water fountain, per application & materials received 01/28/18 

& 09/01/2020, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/10/2020 

 

[NOTE: The Committee is reviewing the revised proposal for architectural merit and Design 

Guidelines appropriateness only. Zoning compliance will not be discussed as it is outside the VCC’s 

purview. Any discussion regarding the location of the fountain should be directed to the Board of 

Zoning Adjustments.] 

 

On 08/19/2020, the Commission reviewed an appeal of the Committee’s approval and deferred the 

application for 30 days to provide the appellant time to file an appeal with the Board of Zoning 

Adjustments and to give the applicant and property owners an opportunity to pursue compromises in the 

design to address the neighbors’ concerns. The applicant has revised the proposal as follows:  

 

The grapefruit tree is no longer being proposed but is noted in the same location as “new fruit tree with 

noninvasive root system.” Staff requests that the dimensions of this space be provided on the drawings 

and that the applicant propose specific species of tree so staff can verify that it will not cause disruption to 

the foundations of the existing walls and fence before granting approval in this location.  

 

The fountain design has been modified with the goal of pulling the water sources away from the existing 

brick fence to avoid moisture wicking. The fountainhead is shown mounted to a steel support plate, offset 

6” from the brick wall and anchored below. Instead of applying waterproofing directly to the existing 

brick fence, a CMU knee wall (shown with a brick cap and PVC pond vapor barrier) will be added 

between the fence and the basin. The brick basin is slightly larger in each direction (increasing in depth 

from 3’-9” to 5’-1”) and is now proposed as 1’-9” tall so it can be used as a garden seat. The added height 

also reduces the potential splash from the sugar kettle as the water flows into the basin, which should 

further protect the brick fence.  

 

Staff does not consider any of the proposed changes detrimental to the appearance of the fountain and 

considers it to fit within the tout ensemble of the French Quarter. The added layer of CMU, increased 

waterproofing measures (this design also calls for “steel support and mesh, shop drawings to be submitted 

to the VCC”), and pulling the fountainhead away from the wall should all serve to protect the brick fence 

from moisture and wicking, addressing preservation concerns. Staff requests additional development of 

the steel fountainhead support to ensure that it is appropriately detailed, as well as submittal of 

manufacturer’s specifications for all pumps and equipment. Overall, staff finds the proposed alterations to 

the design to be in keeping with the Design Guidelines and VCC purview and recommends conceptual 

approval with final details and materials to be submitted to staff for final review prior to permit issuance.   

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   09/10/2020 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report with Ms. Bardwell and Ms. Ballentine present on behalf of the application.  

Ms. Bardwell stated that her team would be happy to work with staff on any necessary revisions or 

additional submittals.  Mr. Fifield asked the Committee if they had any comments. Neither Ms. 

DiMaggio nor Mr. Bergeron had any comments. Satisfied, Mr. Fifield moved to the next agenda item.   

 

Public Comment: 

Nikki Szalwinski 

We remain concerned about this courtyard design which only further conceals and endangers the 

remaining historic elements at this address as well as the adjacent historic building and fence. It is hard to 

see how adding CMU will mitigate moisture intrusion since a fountain which will eventually leak is still 

located very close to historic structures and masonry is still attached to brick where water can wick more 

than 20 feet. We also question adding a non-historic material attached to a 70 year old fence rather than 

simply moving the fountain so that the fence is able to be maintained and rain water and ground water 

have space to evaporate. We are very concerned about planting any fruit trees so close to two buildings 

and the fence since it will need extensive root structure to thrive according to local experts. We ask that 

the applicant consider locating any fruit tree and the trellises with jasmine away farther from the fence 

and buildings to allow room for growth and evaporation, or consider different plantings that can easily be 

removed if there are any issues. We note Mr. Fifield’s comment today regarding learning from past 

failures on other proposals. Homeowners throughout not just the district but also the city have experience 

water intrusion and other issues due to leaking and/poorly maintained fountains. These concerns were 
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addressed within the CZO with setbacks. While the distance may be an issue for the BZA this design is 

one for the VCC. From past failures we know water intrusion from fountains is an issue. We know tree 

root structures cause foundation problems. Owners, architects and developers should not be allowed to 

propose elements we all know cause problems when it suits their desires at one address while opposing 

the same elements elsewhere where it doesn’t. Why allow planting this tree here while allowing the 

removal of a much older magnolia on Governor Nicholls because the roots were “damaging the 

building”? There are other solutions that can be beautiful and in keeping with the property. 

 

FQ Citizens 

 

Terrence Jacobs [received after discussion and motion:] 

While this is a better than the outdoor shower proposed in the original plans I remain concerned about 

water intrusion not only from the fountain itself leaking but from the CMU trapping moisture between it 

and the common brick fence. Any fountain should be set off the historic brick fence not only to mitigate 

moisture issues but also to preserve the older fence and allow necessary maintenance. Further any fruit 

tree is going to have an invasive root system quickly outgrow the very small footprint. Part of the 

approval of the large balcony was a privacy screen which has still not been been offered. This privacy 

screen is going to further shade the proposed tree location. Rather than try to force a design that’s overly 

large and grand and overwhelming for a the two bay Victorian and 20 foot wide kitchen building perhaps 

a pedestal fountain away from the wall and different plantings are a better solution. While fruit trees are 

lovely planting one next to two balconies brings rats which will affect all of the surrounding properties. It 

is unclear whether they will also move the trellises off the wall some but in the location in the plans the 

jasmine will trap moisture against the existing brick fence as well as make their garden maintenance my 

job.  

 

While the VCC staff has noted that the distance is under the BZA purview I have noted on numerous 

occasions that Mr. Williams uses this venue to gain traction with the BZA, BBSA, city council etc. and 

well as to test the limits of the design guidelines and CZO. In this case simply rethinking the type of 

fountain and plantings to locate away from historic structures and make the scale more appropriate for the 

space is a much simpler and streamlined solution.  

 

Terrence Jacobs, USN ret 

 

Discussion and Motion: 

Ms. DiMaggio asked Mr. Block for clarification on VCC jurisdiction over species of plants. Mr. Block 

stated that the VCC can review whether they pose any risk to building preservation and address those 

concerns. Ms. DiMaggio stated that she was concerned that the root system may be more expansive than 

the tree canopy would indicate if it is cut back. Ms. Vogt stated that she recommended a proviso that the 

specific fruit tree must be approved at staff level and could be denied in this location if they could not find 

a species that was suitable and did not risk the built conditions. Mr. Block recommended that this be 

included in any motion to allow for VCC oversight.  

 

Ms. Szalwinski noted that the VCC staff should have received an additional email during the public 

comment period [Mr. Jacobs’, included above]. Mr. Block stated that no other emails had been received at 

vcc@nola.gov, and any additional emails regarding the property would be included in the public record.  

 

Ms. Bardwell stated that she was willing to provide staff with additional information regarding any 

proposed fruit trees for review prior to approval.  

 

Ms. DiMaggio moved for conceptual approval of the fountain revisions with provisos for additional 

review as noted by staff, including the proposed fruit tree. Mr. Bergeron seconded the motion, which 

passed unanimously. 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of      08/19/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/19/2020 

Permit #18-01001-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Appeal of Architectural Committee approval to renovate courtyard, per application & materials received 

01/28/18 & 05/13/2020, respectively. [Written notice of appeal received 06/17/2020.] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/19/2020 

 

On 05/20/2020, the Committee approved a proposal to modify the courtyard pavers and to install two 

small arbors and a fountain along the N. Rampart-side wall. The neighboring property owner at 1011 St. 
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Philip is appealing the Committee’s decision, which found the proposed work to be appropriate and 

within VCC Design Guidelines.  

 

The proposed work is as follows: 

• Two arbors, measuring 7’-10” tall, will be installed along the N. Rampart side wall in the courtyard. 

Since the arbors will be below 8’-0” in height there are no issues with building code compliance. The 

arbors are shown tied down at grade with Simpson clips and are set back 11” away from the masonry 

wall to prevent vegetation from attaching and climbing the brick. This work is easily reversible, does 

not damage or alter historic materials, and fits the tout ensemble, the arbors were found to meet VCC 

Design Guidelines. 

 

• The rear arbor will frame a fountain comprised of a salvaged sugar kettle, wall-mounted fountainhead 

and the pump will be embedded in the brick base below the kettle. The Committee asked the 

applicant to increase the height of the waterproofing against the brick wall to avoid any potential 

issues with deterioration due to moisture from splashing. The applicant agreed to extend the 

waterproofing; the Committee was satisfied and approved the fountain with final details to be 

reviewed and approved at staff level prior to permit. The materials, size, location, proportion and style 

are typical and commonplace in the Quarter and approvable within the VCC Design Guidelines.  

 

• The existing flagstone pavers will be brought down to grade at the walkway between the side gallery  

and the St. Philip-side gate, eliminating the small step down. New pavers will be installed to extended 

behind the utility shed, adjacent to the HVAC cabinet. Sand-set flagstone steppingstones will be 

installed between the parking area and the rear kitchen building, around the existing sweet olive tree 

and proposed fountain. The new flagstone will match the existing pavers, and no drainage alterations 

will be necessary since most of the new work is permeable. Staff found the proposed alterations 

minimal and appropriate within the VCC Design Guidelines. 

 

During the Committee meetings, several concerns were raised by the appellant regarding the 

approvability of the proposed landscaping work. Most of these concerns were related to the distance 

between the fountain and property line rather than being directly related to the VCC’s scope of concern. 

Since the VCC will not approve work that deviates from the CZO, the Committee deferred the first 

proposal to allow the applicant to consult with Zoning. and return with confirmation that they would not 

be required to set the fountain at least 3’-0” from the property line, and that the paving plan allowed for 

enough permeable open space. Zoning Administrator Nicholas Kindel reviewed the preliminary drawings 

and found them to be approvable within the CZO (with some slight revisions to the pavers, increasing the 

permeable square footage). VCC staff returned to the Committee with Mr. Kindel’s assessment, and the 

Committee approved the work (with provisos for minor revisions), with the understanding that the codes 

and regulations for all other governing agencies must be met or permits will not be issued.  

 

Staff does not find a basis for overturning the Committee’s decision on the basis of compatibility with the 

Design Guidelines and recommends denial of the appeal. 

 

In response to the appeal, Mr. Kindel provided the following statement: 

 

With regards to the VCC appeal for 1005-1009 St Phillip Streets, the Zoning Division of Safety 

and Permits found the proposed water feature to be compliant with the CZO. In Section 21.6 and 

Section 21.7 of the CZO, there are a number of setback requirements to the property line for 

accessory structures. In general, these restrictions apply to accessory structures in a required 

yard area. In the French Quarter, there are not required yards, so these setback requirements for 

accessory structures would not apply. Section 21.6.GG.4 states that a water features shall be 

located a minimum of 3 feet from the property; however, this setback does not apply because the 

proposed water feature is not located in a required yard setback. Therefore, the proposed water 

feature is compliant with zoning. 

 

If the appellant does not believe that this is the correct interpretation of the zoning ordinance, 

then an appeal should be made to the Board of Zoning Adjustments which has jurisdiction over 

zoning interpretation appeals.   

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    08/19/2020 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report with Ms. Szalwinski present as the appellant and Mr. Williams, Ms. 

Bardwell and Mr. and Ms. Balentine present representing the application for work at 1005-09 St Philip.   

 

[At approximately 1:37 Mr. Villareal and Ms. Lawrence joined the meeting.]   
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Mr. Williams stated that they agreed with the staff and zoning report, and that they would appreciate the 

Commission upholding the decision of the Architecture Committee and denying the appeal.  Mr. Fifield 

asked if there was an applicant/appellant present; Ms. Szalwinski responded that she was.  She stated that 

she disagreed with Mr. Kindel’s interpretation of the CZO and that the 3’-“ setback should apply.  She 

voiced concern that moisture would wick through the existing brick fence, which extends to the rear of 

her property and into her dependency. She was also concerned that the fountain pump may leak 

underground. She stated that she had no issue with a fountain or plants as long as the 3’-0” setback is 

observed, and the plants should not encroach on her property or cause any foundation damage due to root 

spread.  Ms. Gasperecz called the two-minute time limit and asked the Commissioners if they had any 

questions. They did not, so Ms. Gasperecz moved on to the next agenda item.   

 

Public Comment: 

 

Lynn Kirby 

Dear VCC Council Members, 

Please consider asking the owners of the property at 1005-09 to move their proposed fountain three feet 

from the property lines.  Water features attached to shared walls often cause significant damage to the 

adjacent property because of water intrusion over the course of the years.There are so many beautiful free 

standing water features that can be designed into a courtyard that taking the risk of damaging a neighbor's 

property is not worth the risk. A water feature is a decorative item and is not a "necessary" part of new 

construction. 

Additionally fruit trees drop a significant amount of fruit.  In an open area where the trees are cultivated 

the guidelines suggest a fifteen feet circumference to allow the trees to grow to their best fruit bearing 

ability.  Placing a tree too close to the property line is not good for the tree and is asking the neighbor to 

maintain part of the tree. Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

 

Mary Bonney, Owner of Arlo's 

Today I am appealing the landscape plan at 1005-1009 St Philip for the following reasons: the fountain 

basin is attached to the rear brick fence-wall which runs into our rear building so we are concerned about 

moisture intrusion causing structural issues, attracting rodents, insects and termites. The grapefruit tree 

location is inches from both our and their rear buildings and will cause structural damage to both if it is 

planted so close. the jasmine trellis is so close to the rear fence that we will be force to maintenance the 

vines. We only ask that they move the fountain 3 feet off the property line as stated in the CZO and plant 

the tree away from all buildings to give it room to grow. 

 

Jamie Miller 

Hello, 

I am emailing to voice my opposition to the proposed landscape plan at 1005-1009 St Philip. I am a 

resident of the street and the block.  I oppose the proposed location of the fountain and vegetation. I feel 

that, per the CZO, the proposed location is not appropriate and should instead be three feet off of the 

property line. Particularly, the proposed location can potentially cause moisture problems and structural 

damage to adjacent properties. The VCC should take appropriate action to protect the integrity of the 

Quarter by preventing potential damage to the neighboring property. I support the beautification of 

individual properties and the Quarter but such actions should not jeopardize other properties. 

Thank you 

 

Karen Glaser Stein 

I am writing to object to the landscape plan at 1005-1009 St. Philip St.  As per the existing plan, the 

fountain is not 3 feet from the property line.  In my opinion, complying with the codes in place will 

enhance the design and not create future issues.  Leaks can not only impact the owners, but neighbors as 

well. Fountains are a wonderful addition to any court yard, but they must be done correctly. 

Additionally, foliage should be placed to stay within the owners domain.  If vines and trees are planted 

without fore thought of growth potential, then structures adjacent to the trees and plants could be 

adversely impacted. 

Thank you. 

 

Lani Ramos 

To whom it may concern, 

I oppose the courtyard proposal at 1005-1009 St Philip. The fountain using the fence for one of its sides 

will inevitably lead to moisture intrusion when, not if, the liner degrades or is eaten through by FQ rats. 

this will lead to termites and rot. The plans would be fine if they just move the fountain and plantings 

away from the property line and plant  the citrus tree where it has space to grow without hitting the 

building and foundation.  

As a side note I ask that the owners instruct their contractors to not park on sidewalks and sit in their 

excessively large work trucks with the engines running as it has been extremely disturbing for the 

neighbors for two years now. The exhaust coming from these trucks go into our homes and patios.  
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One more additional request. Like trucks with exhaust, I would like consideration on banning all 

handheld blowers. It's absolutely ridiculous for small to medium sized courtyard owners to hire gardners 

with massive gasoline blowers to blow leave blowing in gasoline fumes into neighbors courtyards. It's 

gotten out of control.  

Thank you for your time.  

 

Terrence Patrick Jacobs 

1005-09 St Philip 

I oppose the location of the proposed fountain which uses the common fence-wall between our properties 

as the rear of its retention basin and uses submersible pump. Inevitably moisture problems will result in 

my building wall and theirs not just from splash back but also because the rubber liners quickly degrade 

in our climate. This fence-wall directly connects to the masonry of the rear portion of my home. We are 

all aware of the problems of moisture wicking and the damage it causes to French Quarter bricks. This 

leads to structural damage, deterioration of interior finishes, insect and rodent problems and attracts 

termite nests that can affect structure in the entire block. These concerns are undoubtedly part of the 

reason for the three foot set back requirement in the CZO. In addition to building damage, I am also 

concerned about the increase in noise and humidity as well as mosquito and rodent issues, especially on a 

unoccupied commercial property. We are already dealing with an extended insect 

and 

rodent infestation as a result of this project which for seventeen years has never been a problem. 

The wording in the CZO is quite clear and specific. Whenever there is a carve out for a historic district is 

is clearly noted in the pertinent section of the CZO. The majority of these amendments make the zoning 

in the historic areas more restrictive. Reviewing the email chain of VCC staff in public records, two 

things become quite clear. The first is that the staff found the very plain language regarding water features 

once it was pointed out to them. The second is that rather than following the CZO, the staff set about 

trying to find a way to work around it. Erin, whose husband is an attorney, seems to be the origination of 

the idea of using a “qualified yard.” It is also clear that the staff forwarded this work-around to Mr. 

Kindel rather than simply waiting for his interpretation of the CZO language. This interpretation is 

creative but, dubious at best and dangerous at worst. The concept of a qualified yard does not appear in 

relation to water features in the CZO and following this line of reasoning would strip the Quarter of most 

of the protections afforded by the zoning regulations. 

 

Calla Bardwell, John Williams Architects 

We have and continue to be happy to work with the VCC to design and construct in accordance with the 

Design Guidelines and historically commonplace precedents. The arbors, which appear to be a concern of 

the appellants, are in fact proposed at 2’-0” off the property line. This can be seen in the drawing on page 

A7.0 & A7.2. We have diligently researched waterproofing options and best practices for the fountain and 

the longevity of the Balentine’s brick wall. The location was verified with the Zoning Administrator, with 

confirmation on May 13th the water feature is not subject to the 3’ setback. The plans were then publicly 

reviewed at the VCC AC meeting on May 20th and approved. A BZA variance has been approved, as of 

December 10th 2018 for this property (please see attached). This landscaping element has been considered 

and reviewed for quite some time now and we have done our best to be cognizant of standards. 

 

Nikki Szalwinski, French Quarter Citizens 

While the Balentines claim they own the fence in total it is not on their legal title. They are claiming 

several additional inches as theirs along with a fence that has been acknowledged as common for 70 years 

by both adjacent owners until now in order to do their extensive changes. They have no proof that their 

predecessors built this brick fence-wall. The only building permit on file prior to 1999, other than for 

standard maintenance, is for the charming shed started without permit circa 1968  and illegally 

demolished in June 2018. The common fence dates to circa 1953 when our home underwent a massive 

renovation returning it to a single family home. The Balentine’s property was apartments from at least 

1940 until 1999 and was one of a few inexpensive apartment buildings owned by John Paine who 

acquired it for $2000 in 1943. Our rear building dates to at least 1853 and the ony change has been 

enclosing what was a stairwell along this brick fence. (The brick appears to be older than portions of our 

front house.) 

While the Balentines have continually accused us of not working with them they have rebuffed every 

compromise we have offered during their property update. We have been subject to deafening +100db 

equipment noise, heavy metal early in morning, building debris, wet mortar which has bonded to balcony, 

sidewalk, lamps and building, roofing nails we have stepped on in our courtyard and for the last four 

months a camera that not only was pointed squarely on our bedroom which also has a listening feature. 

After four months of increasingly less subtle hints, comments and signs we had to involve the city to get 

it re-aimed but that does not solve the loss of any expectation of privacy in our own yard since the sound 

issue remains. 

All we are asking is that the landscape feature be shifted off the property line. The previous neighbors’ 

Persian lime offered wonderful privacy screening and we rarely  heard anything from next door the 

enjoyed their side of the fence and we enjoyed ours. Betty Norris was sat on this very commission never 
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objected to our lamps or anything else and in fact lauded us for improving her courtyard experience 

through our plantings, lighting and A/C changes. All we want is our building to not suffer damage when it 

can be avoided. 

 

Chad Pellerin, French Quarter Citizens 

Dear Commissioners: 

My understanding of one feature of today’s appeal is whether or not a neighbor may erect a water feature 

adjacent to a property line. I believe the ordinances establish that water features shall not be erected on 

one’s property line, and I support such a tradition and the law. 

 

Many years ago, I lived at 909 St. Philip and was intimately familiar with both homes involved with the 

dispute of whether a pond can be erected on the property line. I had been a guest in each home on many 

occasions and very familiar with the layout of the houses. 

 

Today, I live at 819 Orleans Avenue after having inherited this family home of many years from the 

Thibaut family, and have had great relations with neighbors adjacent to the left and right sides of this 

home. There’s a common wall between 819 and823 and 813 Orleans, and any discussion with our 

neighbors through the years was warm and accommodating. 

 

I would like to report that about 20 years or so ago, a neighbor apparently placed a pond right next to a 

brick wall to our adjacent properties and at the rear right corner of 819, without revealing this  to my 

aunt, Mrs. Thibaut. For years we were unaware of its presence, and subsequently, when Mr. Smith bought 

the home, he apparently bought the home, with the pond there. Sometime around this this decade the pond 

leaked and caused a termite intrusion into the right rear of 819 and caused the destructi            on of 

the sill running along the side of the house. VCC records will reveal the repairs to the sill           and 

the cost of other pier repairs, the copies of which I was unable to locate in our family documents. 

 

I would like to add that we have never done any work at 819 through the family history of this home, 

without VCC approval. Because my relations with the Smith family were always cordial, I paid for the 

repairs to sill. Mr. Smith has always been a decent and responsive neighbor, and repaired his pond so as 

not to leak within the next decade to attract termites. However, I would not like to see another French 

Quarter owner go through the cost of potential repairs from a leaking pond next to a wall so close to a 

property line, or cause friction between neighbors. All ponds leak, no matter what the type  of 

construction, though it may take decades to appear.  The rule set by the zoning law is sound and for good 

relations between neighbors, it should be upheld. 

 

Discussion and Motion 

 

Ms. DiMaggio stated that the opposite side of the proposed fountain location is exterior space, not the 

interior of a building, and that she would not expect the moisture issues raised as a concern. Mr. Fifield 

asked staff for clarification regarding the VCC’s jurisdiction over species and types of plants to be 

planted; Mr. Block answered that he did not believe the VCC can control that but that any potential 

damage was certainly a preservation concern worthy of discussion by the VCC. Ms. Laurence stated that 

she owned a grapefruit tree and that they could grow to be large and intrusive. 

 

Mr. Villarreal asked for comment from Ms. Szalwinski. She pointed out that a public comment had been 

submitted by Ms. Chad Pellerin of French Quarter Citizens that had not been read into the record. Ms. 

Vogt located the email and read it into the record at that time. Mr. Villarreal asked if the fountain could be 

installed more than 3’-0” from the property line for the sake of compromise and asked for comment from 

the City Attorney. Ms. Quigley stated that it was the responsibility of Safety and Permits and Zoning to 

interpret the CZO and that any issues with the interpretation should be appealed to the BZA. Mr. Fifield 

stated that there has been ongoing acrimony between the property owners and the Commission should not 

be fielding an appeal that is based on an interpretation from the Zoning Department; if no solution can be 

reached, the appellant should pursue an appeal with the BZA. He added that it is the architect’s 

responsibility to ensure that the fountain is properly detailed to avoid water issues and the owner’s 

responsibility to keep the fountain maintained. He noted that the appropriate City departments have made 

their determinations and he was disappointed that they have been dragged into a conflict between the 

property owners. Ms. Lawrence stated that the 3’-0” setback was not up to the Commission, and asked for 

the record that the property owners be responsible and respectful. Mr. Villarreal also encouraged the 

owners to work together and come to an agreement. Ms. Balentine stated that they were willing to remove 

or relocate the proposed grapefruit tree and design the fountain so it would not cause issues with the wall. 

Mr. Williams stated that the design was found approvable by all regulatory agencies and that the public 

comments implied that they were requesting a waiver or proposing something that is not allowed, which 

is not the case. Mr. Villarreal asked why the 3’-0” setback did not apply to the French Quarter; Ms. Vogt 

responded that that would be a question for the Zoning Department, and Mr. Block added that the VCC 

relies on Zoning to interpret the CZO. Ms. Quigley added that the application of the 3’-0” setback rule is 
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outside the VCC’s purview and the proposal was found approvable by Zoning and VCC.  

 

Ms. Lawrence asked what aspects of the appeal were under the VCC’s jurisdiction; Mr. Block answered 

that the appellant was appealing the Committee’s motion to approve the design and the Commission 

could uphold or overturn the decision. Ms. Quigley stated that the primary aspect of the appeal seemed to 

be a Zoning concern and it would be inappropriate for the Commission to overturn the motion purely 

based on the positioning of the fountain. Mr. Block asked Ms. Quigley if the Commission could deny the 

fountain if they found it inappropriate; she answered that the Commission’s decision would need to be 

based on whether the water feature fits the tout ensemble, not its positioning. She added that the 

application can return to the Commission if the BZA overturns Mr. Kindel’s interpretation of the CZO. 

 

Mr. Fifield stated that the Commission could consider deferring the appeal for 30 days to allow the 

appellant to appeal to BZA and give the applicant an opportunity to consider other options. Mr. Villarreal 

stated that he would like to see that, and that review by the Commission seemed premature. Ms. 

Gasperecz responded that the VCC needs to stay within its purview and the 3’-0” setback is the BZA’s 

jurisdiction. 

 

Mr. Fifield moved to defer the appeal for 30 days to allow the appellant to apply to the BZA if they so 

choose, or return to the Commission for action at that time. Mr. Villarreal seconded the motion, which 

passed unanimously. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      05/20/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     05/20/2020 

Permit #18-01001-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to renovate courtyard including modifying flagstone pavers and installation of new arbors and 

fountain, per application & materials received 01/28/18 & 05/13/2020, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   05/20/2020 

 

Following the 04/29/2020 Committee review where the placement of the proposed fountain and 

modifications to paving were called into question as relates to Zoning regulations, VCC staff followed up 

with the Zoning Department for an interpretation of the CZO on these items. The Zoning Administrator, 

Nick Kindel, stated the following: 

 

“In Section 21.6 and Section 21.7 of the CZO, there are a number of setback requirements to the property 

line for accessory structures. In general, these restrictions apply to accessory structures in a required yard 

area. In the French Quarter, there are not required yards, so these setback requirements for accessory 

structures would not apply. So water features and mechanical equipment would not have a setback 

requirement if they are not located in a required yard. The exception to this would be when the setback 

requirement is based on a safety concern, for example, swimming pool shall be 4 feet from all property 

lines and outdoor fireplaces shall be 10 feet from all property lines.” 

 

Mr. Kindel also stated that the permeable open space requirement is calculated based on the size of the lot 

and the ground floor area of all structures on the lot. Based on calculations of existing and proposed 

conditions provided by the applicant, staff estimates that 545 sq. ft. are required to be permeable. The 

revised paving plan will leave 570 sq. ft. of permeable area. 

 

The revised paving plan no longer adds any impermeable paving in front of the kitchen building. A small 

area will be extended behind the utility shed, adjacent to the HVAC cabinet. Sand set flagstone stepping 

stones will be installed between the parking area and the rear kitchen building, around the existing sweet 

olive tree and proposed fountain. Staff finds the proposed paving plan compliant with VCC Design 

Guidelines and recommends approval, with the proviso that Zoning confirm the calculations for required 

permeable open space at this particular site prior to permit issuance. 

 

The fountain design is unchanged from the review on 04/29/2020 and can be permitted for this location 

according to Zoning’s ruling on required yards and setbacks. Staff recommends approval of the fountain 

as proposed.   

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   05/20/2020 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report with Mr. and Mrs. Balentine, Mr. Williams and Ms. Bardwell present on 

behalf of the application.  Ms. Bardwell stated that they planned to waterproof the fountain and that the 

wall was recently repointed, so they intend to protect it.  Mr. Fifield asked the Committee if they had any 

other questions for the applicant.  Ms. DiMaggio stated that she was satisfied with the proposal regarding 



524 Esplanade
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ADDRESS: 524 Esplanade Ave.   

OWNER: R. T. Kenny APPLICANT: Lewis Robinson 

ZONING: VCR-2 SQUARE: 17 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 6,144 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 10 Units     REQUIRED: 1,843 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: 1 Unit     EXISTING: 2,607 sq. ft. 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:  

 

Rating:  Blue - of Major Architectural and/or Historical Importance. 

 

A projecting portico with pediment, round columns, and a finely detailed entrance and cornice enhance this 

raised masonry residence, which was constructed in 1845.  The originally detached two-story kitchen building is 

now connected to the main building. 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     09/16/20    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/16/20 

Permit # 20-34343-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Conceptual review of the proposed removal of the existing masonry sidewalls at front entry steps and the 

installation of a new metal railing [with details to return to the Architecture Committee], per application & 

materials received 07/13/2020 & 08/20/2020, respectively.  

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/16/20 

 

The Architecture Committee has reviewed proposals to modify the front entrance steps of this blue-rated 

building twice in the past two months but asked that the application be forwarded to the full Commission 

regarding the overall concept of removing the existing masonry sidewalls to the steps. Historic photographs 

appear to indicate that the existing masonry sidewalls were constructed sometime between 1901 and 1939. A ca. 

1901-1902 photograph shows that prior to the masonry sidewalls there were what appears to be turned wood 

balusters with a wood railing. Historic references provided by the applicant  include an excerpt from the original 

1845 building contract which reads in part, “The outside stairs in front of the House will be built as per plan … 

to be railed … plain turned balusters with 2-1/2 inches round rail.” 

 

Although the existing masonry sidewalls are certainly not original to the building, staff notes that they have 

been in place for approximately 80-120 years. Staff questions if it is appropriate to remove the existing building 

fabric that has been in place for at least 80 years to install something that was never documented as being in 

place at this property. There is good documentation for “open” sides to these stairs, but staff is hesitant to add 

imagined details to such an important building. The applicant notes that besides the preferred aesthetics of a 

metal railing, removing the masonry sidewalls would allow for a wider stairway with handrails.  

 

The front of this building has been modified in the past 30 years, first with the modification of the front property 

line fence ca. 1990 and again this year, the change of the previously existing ca. 1900 wood balustrade with the 

current metal railing ca. 2005, and the construction of the side bump out “sound wall” in 2017, but staff 

questions if these small changes should be allowed to continue to compound. Given that this is a blue-rated 

building, staff is concerned that this building continues to be modified in ways that may diminish its 

significance. Staff is concerned that further modification to suit contemporary usage could result in 

downgrading of the building’s rating. 

 

The VCC did approve the installation of the ornate railing at the porch level ca. 2005 and the proposed metal 

railing at the steps could be considered an extension of this design. However, there is better historic 

documentation for an iron railing at the porch level as the original building contract noted that the front balcony 

was to be, “protected with a good looking iron railing between the columns.” Again, as there is not similar 

documentation regarding the stair rails and on the contrary the contract notes “plain turned balusters”, staff is 

hesitant regarding the proposed introduction of an ornate metal railing.  

 

Staff requests commentary from the Commission regarding the overall concept of removing the existing 

masonry sidewalls. If found approvable, the application would return to the Architecture Committee for further 

review of the proposed new metal railing.   

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    09/16/20 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of     08/28/2020    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/28/2020 

Permit # 20-34343-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to remove existing masonry stair sidewalls at front entrance stairs and to install new decorative cast 

iron railings, per application & materials received 07/13/2020 & 08/20/2020, respectively.  

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/28/2020 

 

The applicant has submitted three new slightly more simplified railing designs to go along with the proposed 

removal of the masonry sidewalls. The differences between the three submitted options are limited to the metal 

between the medallions near the top of the railing. Option A uses a scroll design while options B and C use a 

more geometric oval and rectangle shape, respectively. The remainder of the rail is the same in all three options 

and features an elongated diamond, medallions, and other cast iron details. 

 

Staff appreciates the more simplified designs but questions if these have been simplified enough to approach 

something approvable. Further, staff still questions if it is appropriate to remove the existing building fabric that 

has been in place for at least 80 years to install something that was never documented as being in place at this 

property. There is good documentation for “open” sides to these stairs, but staff is hesitant to add imagined 

details to such an important building. Although the front of this building has been modified in the past 30 years, 

first with the modification of the front property line fence ca. 1990 and again this year, and the change of the 

previously existing ca. 1900 wood balustrade with the current metal railing ca. 2005, staff questions if these 

small changes should be allowed to continue to compound. Given that this is a blue-rated building, staff is 

concerned that this building continues to be modified in ways that may diminish its significance. 

 

During the 08/11/2020 meeting, the applicant mentioned that part of the inspiration for the proposal was to 

increase the safety of the front steps and that installing an inside rail to the existing sidewalls would not be 

feasible as the resulting width would be too small. Staff requests a dimensioned drawing documenting this 

problem as well as any other justification to making the proposed change, other than simply aesthetics. 

 

Staff requests commentary from the Architecture Committee regarding the current proposal as well as if the 

continued exploration of the overall concept of removing the existing masonry sidewalls is worthwhile. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   08/28/2020 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Robinson present on behalf of the application. Following the reading 

of the staff report, Mr. Fifield asked the applicant if he had any response.  Mr. Robinson stated that he had 

worked with staff, both Nick and Renee, and between the three of them had come up with the designs presented. 

 The owner however, wanted the inclusion of the curly Q and the rosettes to match the porch fence, so he had 

worked those features in to get a compromise.  He went on to say that one of his biggest concerns, he did a lot 

of research, was that if the rail was too simple it would no longer be period appropriate.  Mr. Fifield asked what 

material would be used.  Mr. Robinson stated that both cast and wrought iron would be used.  Mr. Fifield asked 

if Mr. Robinson had a craftsman lined up for the job.  Mr. Robinson stated yes.  Mr. Fifield stated that he liked 

the idea of using wrought iron as it was preserving the craft tradition of the French Quarter.  Ms. DiMaggio 

agreed, but went on to say that she was still concerned about this idea of “period appropriate.”  She explained 

that something might be period appropriate, this was not a restoration and therefor felt fake.  Ms. DiMaggio 

went on to say that that was why she would entertain the design of a simpler rail regardless of the material.  Mr. 

Block asked for the interior dimension that would not allow for an interior rail.  Mr. Robinson stated, 2’ 11”.  

Ms. DiMaggio state that they would only need the rail on one side.  Mr. Robinson stated yes only on one side of 

continuous however, you would want to people to be able to pass side by side.  Mr. Fifield stated that they were 

not trying to impose a non-code compliant feature.  He went on to say that in his opinion they were talking 

about changing something that had been changed 3 times already, so not an original condition, and that the 

existing condition did nothing to add to the building.  Mr. Albrecht stated that while not original, the existing 

condition had been there for 80 years. Mr. Block stated that currently the stair was not noticeable whereas if the 

rail was altered it would be quite noticeable.  Mr. Fifield moved to the next agenda item. 

 

Public Comment: 

Motion and Discussion: 

Ms. DiMaggio made the motion to forward the application to the full Commission for the CONCEPTUAL 

review of the proposed removal of the existing masonry wall and the installation of a new metal railing [with 

details to return to the AC]. Mr. Bergeron seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     08/11/2020    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/11/2020 

Permit # 20-34343-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to remove existing masonry stair sidewalls at front entrance stairs and to install new decorative cast 

iron railings, per application & materials received 07/13/2020 & 07/16/2020, respectively.  

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/11/2020 
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Historic photographs appear to indicate that the existing masonry sidewalls were constructed sometime between 

1901 and 1939. A ca. 1901-1902 photograph shows that prior to the masonry sidewalls there were what appears 

to be turned wood balusters with a wood railing. Historic references provided by the applicant  include an 

excerpt from the original 1845 building contract which reads in part, “The outside stairs in front of the House 

will be built as per plan … to be railed … plain turned balusters with 2-1/2 inches round rail.”  

 

The proposed cast iron railing is based on existing ironwork seen on other balconies in the district. Specifically, 

the balcony railings at 730 St. Peter and 327 Bourbon and the entrance stair railing at 828 St. Louis. Although 

well designed and compatible with the iron railing around the porch which was approved and installed in 2005, 

staff is concerned that there is no indication that such an ornate stair railing ever existed on this property.  

Although the existing masonry sidewalls are certainly not original to the building, staff notes that they have 

been in place for approximately 80-120 years. Staff questions the appropriateness of removing what could now 

be considered historic building fabric in order to install a fantasized version of an entrance railing.  

 

On the other hand, the VCC did approve the installation of the ornate railing at the porch level and the proposed 

railing could be considered an extension of this design. However, there is better historic documentation for a 

iron railing at the porch level as the original building contract noted that the front balcony was to be, “protected 

with a good looking iron railing between the columns.” Again, as there is not similar documentation regarding 

the stair rails and on the contrary the contract notes “plain turned balusters”, staff is hesitant regarding the 

current proposal. Staff questions if an alternate proposal that included the removal of the masonry sidewalls and 

the installation of “plain turned balusters” would be more approvable.  

 

Staff requests commentary from the Architecture Committee regarding the proposed removal of the masonry 

sidewalls and installation of a new railing.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   08/11/2020 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Robinson present on behalf of the application.  Mr. Robinson 

explained that he had spoken to Mr. Albrecht early on regarding these changes and Mr. Albrecht though it might 

be ok.  He went on to say that he walked the district and examined numerous rails in order to get a feeling for 

what would be right.  He stated that the challenge here was trying to find a stair rail that would be compatible 

with the porch rail.  Both Mr. Fifield and Ms. DiMaggio thanked the applicant for his due diligence.  Ms. 

DiMaggio went on to say this proposal would be a fantasized condition as there is no documentation for the stair 

railing. 

 

Mr. Robinson stated that it was not the original stair and in fact was a third version.  Mr. DiMaggio stated that 

while it was not the original, it had been there for a significant amount of time to have possibly gained 

significance and that an iron rail would be an historic change that would be inappropriate.  Mr. Robinson stated 

that they were trying to return to an open sided stair which was closer to what was there originally.  Mr. Fifield 

asked what the material of the riser and run were currently.  Mr. Robinson stated that the material was brick 

with a stucco covering.  He went on to say that the change would also provide safety as currently there was no 

“grip.”  Mr. Fifield asked if they had explored an inside rail.  Mr. Robinson stated that the space was too small 

and that once the wall was removed there would be an extra 6”.  Mr. Fifield stated that he though the rail was 

simply more ornate than it needed to be.  Mr. Fifield went on to say that the rail had changed so many times that 

there was no longer any historic fabric.  He questioned how to deal with this situation.   

 

No Public Comment 

 

Discussion & Motion: 

Ms. DiMaggio made the motion for the deferral of the proposal in order to allow the applicant more time to 

develop an alternative proposal based on the conversation and commentary in today’s meeting. Mr. Fifield 

seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 



921 Chartres
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ADDRESS: 921 Chartres Street   

OWNER: Multiple Owners APPLICANT: Paradigm Investments 

ZONING: VCR-2 SQUARE: 48 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 12,172 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 20 Units     REQUIRED: 3,651 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: 24 Units     EXISTING: 2,397 sq. ft. 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:  

 

Rating: Green - Of Local Architectural or Historical Importance 

Orange - Extreme rear building - Unrated 20th Century Construction   

 

From the early 1800's, there was a complex at this address that also housed a bakery, and later a livery.  

Since there was a two-story store on the property as early as the 1820's and since there is an 1841 

contract to remodel the roof by the addition of an "a la Francaise roof" and two dormers, it is possible 

that the existing large 2-story brick double building, divided by a large carriageway, is an earlier 

building that was remodeled in the 1840's.  It today has a Greek Revival appearance, including pilasters 

on the ground floor and granite lintels on the upper floors.  There are still attached stable wings which 

create the large inner court but the historic rear stable (at the extreme rear of the property) has been 

replaced by 20th c. construction. 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     09/16/20   

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/16/20 

Permit # 20-21350-VCGEN               Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

Violation Case #19-08651-VCCNOP              Inspector: Marguerite Roberts  

 

Appeal of Architecture Committee denial of proposed retention of gutters and downspouts, Z style 

shutters, balcony balustrades and glass mechanical door, per application & materials received 

06/09/2020 & 09/09/2020, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/16/20 

 

This application was deferred at the 08/19/2020 Commission meeting to allow the applicant to provide 

additional estimates for the proposed remediation work. In addition to the previously submitted estimate, 

the applicant has provided two additional estimates from other contractors. The estimated work included 

rebuilding 220 linear feet of balcony railing to match “Handrail No. 1” from Architectural Detail Sheet 

11, complete exterior trim painting, and replacement of the existing gutters and downspouts with 

approximately 612 linear feet of new copper half round gutters and 24’ of downspouts.  The three 

estimates are still surprisingly high, ranging from $118,360 to $143,574.  

 

Staff notes that although the provided estimates were all for copper gutters and downspouts, 

photographs indicate that the previously existing were in fact not copper but were painted galvanized or 

aluminum. Staff finds the use of a painted half round gutter to be appropriate, which should offer 

significant cost savings over the use of copper. 

 

As the Commission can consider financial hardships, they might be willing to require the more 

concerning gutter and downspout work be completed in the near future and deferring the railings for a 

longer timeframe.  

 

Staff requests commentary from the Commission regarding this situation. 

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    09/16/20 
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Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     08/19/20   

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/19/20 

Permit # 20-21350-VCGEN               Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

Violation Case #19-08651-VCCNOP              Inspector: Marguerite Roberts  

 

Appeal of Architecture Committee denial of proposed retention of gutters and downspouts, Z style 

shutters, balcony balustrades and glass mechanical door, per application & materials received 

06/09/2020 & 07/20/2020, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/19/20 

 

Staff inspected this property in August 2019 and observed several issues of concern including the 

balcony railings, gutters, shutters, and a glass door used to access mechanical equipment. The applicant 

sought to retain these items at the 06/23/2020 Architecture Committee meeting and were ultimately 

denied. Staff notes the following details for each item. 

 

Railings 

Earlier photographs (1998-1999) show that the balcony railings previously had a closer spacing of 

balusters, that the connections at the top and bottom of the balusters were different, and that the top 

railing was smaller and simpler. The previously existing railings were similar to the “Square Post 

Balustrade” shown in the guidelines as an approvable railing design. Staff is concerned that the current 

railing is similar to the “deck” balustrade which is specifically noted in the guidelines as being not 

approvable. (VCC DG: 08-7)  

 

The Architecture Committee did not find the design of the railings to be acceptable and noted that it 

appeared that some areas of the railings were in need of repair. The applicant previously noted that given 

the amount of railings in question, replacing them would be quite expensive. 

 

Gutters 

The gutters are currently rectangular style with an incorporated leaf guard and with rectangular 

downspouts, but photographs show that these were previously half round gutters with round 

downspouts. Neither staff nor the Architecture Committee found the change approvable. The Committee 

also noted the unusual arrangement of some of the downspouts. 

 

The applicant previously noted the cost to replace the gutters and downspouts and is asking for an 

exception to retain these elements. 

 

Shutters 

The shutters on the extreme rear orange-rated buildings were observed to be inappropriate “z” style 

shutters. This shutter type is specifically noted in the guidelines as being inappropriate for the French 

Quarter. Staff notes that the property report from that meeting suggested that the “Z” style shutters could 

be resolved simply by removing the diagonal piece of wood from each shutter. The Architecture 

Committee voted to deny the retention of the “Z” style shutters but agreed that the shutters would be 

acceptable by removing the diagonal piece. 

 

The applicant stated during that meeting that they would be willing to correct the shutters so staff seeks 

clarification if the applicant is seeking to retain these “Z” style shutters as-is. 

 

Mechanical Access Door 

The access door is located in the gable ends of one of the two extreme rear orange-rated buildings. The 

door is only accessible from the roof of the lower structure between the rear wing of the green-rated 

building and the orange-rated building. Staff has no objection to an access door in this location but finds 

the existing door, which is nearly entirely glass, atypical and unnecessary for this location. Staff 

recommends the use of a simple solid door, or a removable panel, in this location rather than the existing 

glass door. 

 

Again, the applicant stated during that meeting that they would be willing to correct this element so staff 

seeks clarification if the applicant is seeking to retain the existing mechanical door. 

 

Summary 

A representative for the application provided an estimate to replace the railings, gutters, and downspouts 

to staff on 08/18. The estimate to replace these elements was extremely high at $118,360. However, staff 

is skeptical about the accuracy of the estimate as the LLC that provided the estimate is owned by one of 

the condo owners in this complex. Given this conflict of interest, staff does not feel the estimate is 

necessarily a good representation of the actual cost of replacement. The Commission may be inclined to 
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defer this application to allow the applicant to provide two additional estimates from contractors that do 

not have a vested interest in this property. 

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    08/19/20 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Ms. Gates and Ms. Larrieu present on behalf of the application.  

For clarification, Ms. Gates stated that she had only recently become involved and that they were only 

appealing the rails and gutters.  Mr. Albrecht stated that the appeal on only the rails and gutters was 

acceptable.  Ms. Gasperecz asked if the Commission had any questions.  They replied, no, and Ms. 

Gasperecz moved on to the next agenda item.     

 

Public Comment 

Stephanie Larrieu, representative of the condo association 

Hello 

I’m Stephanie Larrieu  

I nor my husband own or have any financial interests in the LLC that provided this estimate. 

I don’t know how that information got in here. 

 

Erika Gates, representative of the property 

As the representative for the project I am putting my comments down in writing per VCC staff request 

because there was a miss understanding during the meeting as I did not get my chance to speak in 

defense of the appeal. 

This is a large property with a main structure, 2 service Ls, and 2 additional 20th century buildings with 

20 owners. The courtyard railing alone are 257 feet long and there are 612ft of gutter and downspout; 

from my personal measurements. So this is not a small undertaking to replace. Not only would this be a 

significant waste of material but also a substantial cost that the condo association will have to assess to 

the individual owners. To clarify the staff’s comments regarding the estimate I requested they provide an 

estimate for the meeting today and only had a few days to do so. We agree that we do what any 

appearance of impropriety and are happy to get additional estimates if the Commissioners are willing to 

defer this until the next VCC hearing. 

I reviewed the VCC paper file and found a history of consistent permit issuance to this property over the 

last 30 years. Regular paint permits and other forms of maintenance work. 

Though there was not a permit in the file for the railing installation there was a detailed budget report 

created by the condo association board members regarding the money spent after hurricane Katrina as 

well as needed major work in the courtyard including the full replacement of railings and the cost to the 

ownership to do so. This includes a detailed description of how they intended to construct these railings. 

I believe this to an unusual document to find in a VCC file and must conclude that the VCC staff was 

aware at this time of the ownership’s intention to do the work.  There is no condo ownership or VCC 

staff still remaining from that time so we don’t know to what extent these plans were discussed. 

The ownership did also replace the entire roof in 2017 due to failing fire free cementitious slate with 

natural slate. A great expense for which the condo association is till recovering from financially. And 

ask that you consider the hardship they are under to spend $100,000-$200,000 correcting these railings 

and gutters at this time. They are asking to retain the railings and gutters for the remainder of their 

reasonable life. In order to build up the reserves needed to replace them while also keeping up on the 

financial requirements of the properties annual maintenance needs. 

Thank you for your time 

 

Discussion and Motion 

Ms. DiMaggio asked the applicant if the appeal for retention was only for the gutters and rails.  Ms. 

Lawrence asked when they were installed.  Ms. Gates stated yes and approximately 2017.  Mr. Fifield 

stated that two things concerned him.  First, that there seemed to be no basis for the submitted estimate, 

second, that if the Commission approved the rail today the applicant could repair it as is.  Mr. Villareal 

ask the applicant if all the work was done without permit.  Ms. Gates stated yes, as far as they could tell. 

 Mr. Villareal stated that he was sensitive to cost, but the owners should have known to get approval. 

Ms. Gates stated that she believed all the work was done shortly after Hurricane Katrina, so perhaps the 

paperwork was lost.  Ms. Gasperecz asked Ms. Gates if she had only recently gotten involved.  Mr. 

Gates stated yes, and that staff’s concern was that the estimate submitted was done by one of the condo 

owners.  Mr. Fifield stated that the Commission had no idea what detail was being bid on, so how could 

they accept that as a hardship.  He went on to ask any of the commissioners for a motion. Ms. DiMaggio 

made the motion for a 30-day deferral in order to allow time for the applicant to present a bid with 
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details.  Mr. Villareal seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     06/23/2020   

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     06/23/2020 

Permit # 20-21350-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to retain work completed in the courtyard without benefit of VCC review or approval, 

including railings, gutters, shutters, and an A/C access door, per application & materials received 

06/09/2020. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   06/23/2020 

 

Staff posted a Stop Work Order on this property last August when work was observed taking place on a 

rear balcony without benefit of VCC review or approval. That decking has been addressed and permitted 

separately but during the site visit VCC staff observed several other issues of concern including the 

balcony railings, gutters, shutters, and a glass door used to access mechanical equipment. 

 

Earlier photographs (1998-1999) show that the balcony railings previously had a closer spacing of 

balusters, that the connections at the top and bottom of the balusters was different, and that the top 

railing was smaller and simpler. The previously existing railings were similar to the “Square Post 

Balustrade” shown in the guidelines as an approvable railing design. Staff is concerned that the current 

railing is similar to the “deck” balustrade which is specifically noted in the guidelines as being not 

approvable. (VCC DG: 08-7) Although similar, the existing balustrade is slightly more refined as the 

balusters are notched at the top and bottom rails rather than being simply applied. Staff finds the existing 

balustrade falls somewhere in between the “deck balustrade” and the “square post balustrade.” 

 

The gutters are currently rectangular style with an incorporated leaf guard and with rectangular 

downspouts, but photographs show that these were previously half round gutters with round 

downspouts. Staff does not find the change approvable. 

 

The shutters on the extreme rear orange-rated buildings were observed to be inappropriate “z” style 

shutters. This shutter type is specifically noted in the guidelines as being inappropriate for the French 

Quarter. Staff suggests that the diagonal board could possibly be removes from these shutters leaving 

more appropriate board and batten shutters. Staff also recommends that these be painted an approvable 

shutter color. 

 

The access door is located in the gable ends of one of the two extreme rear orange-rated buildings. The 

door is only accessible from the roof of the lower structure between the rear wing of the green-rated 

building and the orange-rated building. Staff has no objection to an access door in this location but finds 

the existing door, which is nearly entirely glass, atypical and unnecessary for this location. Staff 

recommends the use of a simple solid door, or a removable panel, in this location rather than the existing 

glass door. 

 

 

Staff:  

• requests commentary from the Architecture Committee regarding the existing balcony 

balustrades 

• recommends denial of the retention of the existing gutters and downspouts 

• recommends denial of the retention of the “z” style shutters but suggests they could be easily 

modified to an approvable shutter style 

• recommends denial of the retention of the glass mechanical door but suggests a solid door or 

panel would be approvable. 

 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   06/23/2020 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Kropoq, a representative of the condo association, present on 

behalf of the application.  Mr. Kropoq stated that most of the work had been done some 10-15 years ago. 

 He then asked the Committee and staff what would be recommended for the downspouts.  Mr. Albrecht 

responded, round downspouts.  Mr. Kropoq stated that they would like an exception to the downspout, 

but they were willing to fix the door and Z shutters.  Mr. Fifield asked about the balustrade.  Mr. Kropoq 

stated that it was replaced after Katrina and that they were not square.  He went on to ask for an 

exception to this item as well due to the age of the rail.  Mr. Fifield stated that it looked like the rail need 

to be repaired.  Mr. Kropoq responded that the covered section was in ok shape, but the uncovered 

section needed repair often.  He went on to ask for an exception again due to the fact that there are 
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numerous rails on the property, and this would be very expensive.  Ms. DiMaggio asked what the life 

expectancy was of a typical downspout.  Mr. Kropoq stated that he could not answer that question but 

that the existing downspouts were in good shape however, when replaced they would be happy to do so 

correctly.  Mr. Fifield ended the conversation stating that not only were the downspouts wrong, but the 

arrangement and drainage pattern were simply “crazy” in design.  Mr. Kropoq stated that they were 

appealing because the violations were old, and everything still worked.  He went on to reiterate that it 

would be very expensive to fix.   

 

No public comment 

Motion and discussion 

The applicant again asked the Committee to please make an exception to the removal of the downspouts 

and railings as it would be a considerable hardship due to the price.  Mr. Bergeron responded to the 

applicant by explaining that the Committee only looked at architectural design, not hardship.  Mr. Fifield 

further explained that the applicant could appeal to the full Commission within 30 days at which time 

the hardship could be explained in the proper forum.  The applicant acknowledged that he understood 

the process.   

 

Mr. Bergeron made the motion to deny the retention of the gutters, Z style shutters, downspouts, 

balustrades and door.  Ms. DiMaggio asked if Mr. Bergeron would consider the potential modification 

of the Z-style shutters to an approvable style. Mr. Bergeron replied that he would. Ms. DiMaggio 

seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously.   

 



1118 Burgundy
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ADDRESS: 1118 Burgundy Street   

OWNER: Kent G Nicaud APPLICANT: Bradley Shaffer 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 83 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 4,090.7 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 4 units REQUIRED: 1227.2 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: Unknown  EXISTING: Unknown 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building & service buildings: Green, of local architectural and/or historic significance. 

 

C. 1832 four-bay brick Creole cottage with two detached two-story service buildings. 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of      09/16/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/16/2020 

Permit # 20-32851-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Appeal to retain outdoor kitchen constructed without benefit of VCC review and approval, per application 

& materials received 08/18/2020. [STOP WORK ORDERS posted 06/19/2020, 08/05/2020, 08/12/2020 

& 08/13/2020] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/16/2020 

 

On 06/19/2020, staff placed a stop work order for unpermitted courtyard alterations, including installation 

of an exterior kitchen and conversion of a water feature to a small swimming pool. The Committee 

approved the pool on 08/28/2020 and staff issued a permit for completion of the work. The kitchen was 

denied for retention and completion, and the applicant is appealing the Committee’s decision. 

 

The applicant submitted the following description of work: 

 

1. Frame - Pressure treated wood frame supports all sides of the countertop, the weight of the 

countertop is not supported by the building. The frame was custom built to allow for the BBQ 

Grill, Under Counter outdoor Fridge, Outdoor Ice Maker and stainless-steel storage drawer 

to fit perfectly into the frame. 

 

2. Stucco Shell of Skirt – Hardie cement paneling was installed to the entire outer shell of the 

frame then waterproofed. Then wire mesh was installed, base coat, scratch coat and then the 

final coat of stucco to match adjoining building was applied. 

 

3. Final Finish of Skirt – We can with install brick or paint around the shell to match brick 

pavers on ground or we can apply paint to the stucco to match same color of adjoining wall. 

 

4. Countertop – Countertop was formed with a 2.5 inch lip around the entire perimeter of the 

frame providing sufficient lip around to account for stucco or brick. The side open to the 

courtyard has a 12” hangover to allow for chair to sit at the countertop. ½” rebar was 

installed inside the form to create 12” x 12” opening in the rebar mesh, then concrete was 

poured inside the form and concrete was smoothly finished. After curing the countertop was 

sanded multiple times and edges refinished and 3 coats of concrete sealer was applied to the 

top to seal the top from moisture or staining. The countertop was not connected to the 

adjoining buildings. 

 

5. Appliances – BBQ Grill, Under Counter outdoor Fridge, Outdoor Ice Maker and 

stainless-steel storage drawer. [Grill – C2SL42 by Coyote Outdoor Living, 

measuring 44” x 25” x 23”; 24” under-counter refrigerator by U-Line; 15” ice 

machine by U-Line. All equipment has a stainless-steel finish] 

 

6. Longevity and Cohesiveness – The frame is fully encapsulated, the area where the grill will 

inlay we will be applying water proofing to the frame, we will be drilling ¼” weep holes 

around the face perimeter to allow any minimal water that may accumulate. The exterior of the 

face is same material as face of the surrounding buildings and a waterproofing paint would be 

applied or brick to complete the seal, The countertop is sealed and structurally tough. The 

entire frame and countertop is supported independently as to have zero impact to the 

surrounding buildings. The appliances are all pre-purchased and all high end out-door rated 

appliances built to last. 

 

Staff found the exterior kitchen significantly larger and more impactful than others that have been 

approved and permitted in the district. The open space between the main building loggia and rear 
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dependency is entirely consumed by the kitchen, detrimentally affecting the character of the courtyard. 

Staff was also concerned that the wooden framing will rot and deteriorate, potentially causing issues for 

the adjacent masonry walls; the majority of permitted outdoor kitchens have brick bases and are not 

immediately adjacent to historic buildings. Staff also noted the condition of the Gov. Nicholls-side wall 

and elevated mechanical equipment (both of which were cited as a violation); the wall is in desperate 

need of repointing and several bricks are missing and will need to be replaced. Moisture entering this 

wall will travel down and have difficulty escaping since the lower portion of the wall is stuccoed and the 

countertop is not flashed along either side.  

 

The Committee recommends denial of the proposal to finish the outdoor kitchen, with permits to be 

issued for its demolition and repointing of the masonry wall.  

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    09/16/2020 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      08/28/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/28/2020 

Permit # 20-32851-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to convert courtyard water feature to small swimming pool and review of outdoor kitchen begun 

without benefit of VCC review and approval, per application & materials received 08/18/2020. [STOP 

WORK ORDERS posted 06/19/2020, 08/05/2020, 08/12/2020 & 08/13/2020] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/28/2020 

 

Staff inspected the property on 08/17/2020 and photographed the existing conditions of the pool and 

exterior kitchen. The applicant has submitted revised materials, including a scaled site plan and section, 

which shows that the overall size of the pool will be 14’-6” x 7’-6” to ensure that there will be at least 3’-

0” of walkable surface around each side of the pool without requiring modification of the planters. A 

mockup of the final size of the pool was also provided by the applicant, showing that it the excavated pit 

is significantly larger now than it will be when finished. 

 

The site plan calls for modifying the Gov. Nicholls-side planter to install the pool equipment, and a wood 

lattice screen is shown on the Dauphine side. The applicant also provided photographs of a similar 

equipment installation on a concrete pad, which he said could be installed in this corner location without 

modifying the planter. Since the equipment is not very tall and it would be a less invasive method, staff 

recommends installation of an equipment pad, to be screened with landscaping.  

 

The cocktail ledge and water feature have been removed from the scope, and the pool is now proposed as 

a uniform depth (dimension not included; need clarification on depth from applicant). A single Hayward 

CrystaLogic pool light will be installed on the Burgundy side of the pool; the fixture meets the Lighting 

Guidelines and is approvable.  

 

As staff’s concerns regarding the size of the pool and circulation around it has been abated and the pool 

otherwise meets the VCC Design Guidelines, staff recommends conceptual approval of the pool. 

 

Staff inspected the partially-constructed outdoor kitchen and the applicant provided manufacturer’s spec 

sheets and a description of work, as follows: 

 

7. Frame - Pressure treated wood frame supports all sides of the countertop, the weight of the 

countertop is not supported by the building. The frame was custom built to allow for the BBQ 

Grill, Under Counter outdoor Fridge, Outdoor Ice Maker and stainless-steel storage drawer 

to fit perfectly into the frame. 

 

8. Stucco Shell of Skirt – Hardie cement paneling was installed to the entire outer shell of the 

frame then waterproofed. Then wire mesh was installed, base coat, scratch coat and then the 

final coat of stucco to match adjoining building was applied. 

 

9. Final Finish of Skirt – We can with install brick or paint around the shell to match brick 

pavers on ground or we can apply paint to the stucco to match same color of adjoining wall. 

 

10. Countertop – Countertop was formed with a 2.5 inch lip around the entire perimeter of the 

frame providing sufficient lip around to account for stucco or brick. The side open to the 

courtyard has a 12” hangover to allow for chair to sit at the countertop. ½” rebar was 

installed inside the form to create 12” x 12” opening in the rebar mesh, then concrete was 

poured inside the form and concrete was smoothly finished. After curing the countertop was 

sanded multiple times and edges refinished and 3 coats of concrete sealer was applied to the 

top to seal the top from moisture or staining. The countertop was not connected to the 

adjoining buildings. 

 

11. Appliances – BBQ Grill, Under Counter outdoor Fridge, Outdoor Ice Maker and 

stainless-steel storage drawer. [Grill – C2SL42 by Coyote Outdoor Living, 

measuring 44” x 25” x 23”; 24” under-counter refrigerator by U-Line; 15” ice 

machine by U-Line. All equipment has a stainless-steel finish] 

 

12. Longevity and Cohesiveness – The frame is fully encapsulated, the area where the grill will 

inlay we will be applying water proofing to the frame, we will be drilling ¼” weep holes 

around the face perimeter to allow any minimal water that may accumulate. The exterior of the 

face is same material as face of the surrounding buildings and a waterproofing paint would be 

applied or brick to complete the seal, The countertop is sealed and structurally tough. The 

entire frame and countertop is supported independently as to have zero impact to the 

surrounding buildings. The appliances are all pre-purchased and all high end out-door rated 

appliances built to last. 
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Staff finds the exterior kitchen significantly larger and more impactful than others that have been 

approved and permitted in the district. The open space between the main building loggia and rear 

dependency is entirely consumed by the kitchen, detrimentally affecting the character of the courtyard. 

Staff is also concerned that the wooden framing will rot and deteriorate, potentially causing issues for 

the adjacent masonry walls; the majority of permitted outdoor kitchens have brick bases and are not 

immediately adjacent to historic buildings. Staff also notes the condition of the Gov. Nicholls-side wall 

and elevated mechanical equipment (both of which were cited as a violation); the wall is in desperate 

need of repointing and several bricks are missing and will need to be replaced. Moisture entering this 

wall will travel down and have difficulty escaping since the lower portion of the wall is stuccoed and the 

countertop is not flashed along either side. Staff recommends denial of the proposal to finish the outdoor 

kitchen.  

 

Staff notes that other items cited in the violation case opened on 06/19/2020 have not been addressed but 

may be handled at staff level if the applicant does not wish to appeal to retain the existing conditions.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   08/28/2020 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report with Mr. Schaffer present on behalf of the application. Mr. Fifield asked 

the applicant if he had any response to the staff report.  Mr. Schaffer stated for that he was only the 

contractor for the pool and was uninvolved in the outdoor kitchen. Ms. Vogt stated that she would contact 

the GC to ask him to join the call after the public comment recess. Mr. Fifield asked the Committee if 

they had any questions or comments.  Ms. DiMaggio stated that she was pleased all aspects of the pool 

were now addressed but that she was more concerned with the outdoor kitchen and wall.  She went on to 

say that she believed someone should be present on behalf of the kitchen.  Mr. Bergeron agreed with Ms. 

DiMaggio, stating that he could potentially give relief on the kitchen if it were reduced in size but that he 

did not view it favorably.  With no applicant present for discussion of the kitchen, Mr. Fifield moved on 

to the next item.   

 

Public Comment: 

Nikki Szalwinski 

French Quarter Citizens 

We remain concerned about moisture intrusion as a result of outdoor kitchen design and hope that the 

committee will deny its retention. Further we request that at a minimum the pool meet all CZO setback 

requirement prior to approval by the committee. 

 

Motion and Discussion: 

Mr. Pennington joined the call to represent the appeal to retain the kitchen. Mr. Fifield asked what other 

violations had been cited that were not addressed in the proposal; Ms. Vogt directed him to the list of 

violations in the property report. Mr. Fifield stated that the Committee usually does not allow partial 

address of violations and asked the applicant if he would address the other issues. Mr. Pennington replied 

that the Committee’s main concern seemed to be drainage, and noted that the kitchen counter is sloped 

and self-supporting, and that weep holes would be added at the base. Mr. Fifield was concerned about the 

size and impact of the kitchen on the overall courtyard; Mr. Pennington stated that he was unsure what the 

guidelines were and that it was made large enough for all the appliances the owners desired. Mr. Block 

stated that staff was also concerned about the size of the kitchen affecting the relationship between the 

buildings.  Mr. Fifield asked if the applicant had designed the kitchen; Mr. Pennington replied that he did, 

in the field. Mr. Fifield asked if any drawings were produced; Mr. Pennington replied that they were not.  

 

Mr. Fifield asked the Committee if they had any further thoughts on the pool or remainder of scope. Ms. 

DiMaggio stated that the pool is not an issue but must take a back seat to the unaddressed issues. Mr. 

Block asked if the Committee could make two motions and allow the pool to move forward. Mr. Fifield 

stated that he was concerned the kitchen would not be addressed in that case. Ms. Vogt stated that the 

scope of work represented Mr. Pennington’s work and that the other violations were outside his scope. 

Mr. Block stated that staff wished for the pool to move forward as it was currently an open pit and could 

be a hazard. Mr. Fifield stated that the pool could be fenced or filled in to avoid hazard and that the 

problem was created by the applicant moving forward without permits from the VCC. Mr. Block noted 

that the pool did not deviate from the Design Guidelines. 

 

Mr. Bergeron made the motion for the conceptual approval of the pool with details to be worked out at 

the staff level, and for denial of the appeal to retain and finish the outdoor kitchen started without benefit 

of VCC review or approval.  Ms. DiMaggio seconded both motions and both passed unanimously.  

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      08/11/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/11/2020 

Permit # 20-32851-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 
 

Proposal to convert courtyard water feature to small swimming pool, per application & materials received 

07/01/2020. [STOP WORK ORDERS posted 06/19/2020 & 08/05/2020] 
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VCC Violation Case 20-20764-VCCNOP                                                                    06/19/2020 
 

Description of Violations at 1118 Burgundy St: 

 

CCNO 166-35 Working 
Without 
Approval 

Before the commencement of any work in the erection of any new building 
or in the alteration or addition to, or painting or repainting or demolishing 
of any existing building, where any portion of the exterior of the building is 
in the Vieux Carre section, application by the owner for a permit therefore 
shall be made to the Vieux Carre Commission, accompanied by the full 
plans and specifications thereof so far as they relate to the proposed 
appearance, color, texture of materials and architectural design of the 
exterior, including the front, sides, rear and roof of such building, alteration 
or addition or of any out building, party wall, courtyard, fence or other 
dependency thereof as follows: 

CCNO 166-35 Walls Wall material installed/constructed without benefit of VCC review or 
approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 New 
Construction 

Exterior kitchen under construction without approval 
Structure(s)/addition(s) installed/constructed without benefit of VCC 
review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 Flashing Alteration/installation/construction of flashing without benefit of VCC 
review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 Paint Painting done/done inappropriately on the building(s)/fence/courtyard 
without benefit of VCC review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 Security 
Cameras 

Security camera(s) installed without benefit of VCC review or approval, or in 
deviation of permit. Permit approval with the VCC is required before 
installing security cameras 

CCNO 166-35 Lighting Impermissible light fixtures, ceiling fans installed, impermissible 
colored/neon lights installed, impermissible string lights installed, light 
fixtures installed without benefit of VCC review or approval, and/or light 
fixtures installed in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 HVAC, 
Mechanical, 
Electrical, 
Gas, Vents 

HVAC/mechanical equipment/racks/vents/gas/electrical systems/screening 
installed without benefit of VCC review or approval, or in deviation of 
permit 

CCNO 166-35 Plumbing Impermissible exterior plumbing installed on the property, impermissible 
PVC plumbing installed on the property, plumbing installed on the property 
without benefit of VCC review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 Wires, 
Conduits 

Unused wiring/conduits should be removed and remaining, loose 
wiring/conduits should be properly secured and painted to match the 
building. 

CCNO 166-35 Soffit Removal/alteration/installation/construction of soffits without benefit of 
VCC review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-35 Metal Cap 
Parapet 
Flashing 

Impermissible metal cap flashing installed on parapet and/or roof edge 

CCNO 166-35 Pool, Hot Tub Removal/alteration/installation/construction of pool/hot tub without 
benefit of VCC review or approval, or in deviation of permit 

CCNO 166-121 Demolition 
by Neglect 

All buildings and structures in the Vieux Carré shall be preserved against 
decay and deterioration and free from certain structural defects. The owner 
or another person having legal custody and control thereof shall repair such 
building if it is found to have any of the following defects: 

CCNO 166-121 Brick Brick/mortar damage/deterioration/deformation on the 
building(s)/property. 

CCNO 166-121 Stucco Stucco damage/deterioration/deformation present on the 
building(s)/property. 

CCNO 166-121 Roof Roof damage/deterioration present on the building(s)/property 

CCNO 166-121 Paint Paint deterioration present on the building(s)/property. 

CCNO 166-121 Vegetation Vegetation growing from/on building and masonry/wood fence. Vegetation 
on building which can cause damage to the building and is likely a sign of 
moisture problems within the wall. 

 

VCC Stop Work Orders: 

• 06/19/2020 

• 08/05/2020 

• 08/12/2020 

• 08/13/2020 



715-19 Bourbon
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ADDRESS: 715-717-719 Bourbon   

OWNER: 715-17-19 Bourbon St. LLC APPLICANT: John C. Williams 

ZONING: VCE SQUARE: 73 

USE: Mixed LOT SIZE: 3,404 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 5 Units     REQUIRED: 680 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: Unknown     EXISTING: Unknown 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 

 
ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:   

 

At 715 Bourbon, there is a narrow 2-story masonry building, c. 1903, which combines late Italianate 

features (arched openings, hood molds) with late Victorian decorative elements (frame balcony with 

jigsaw work and turned wood posts).  

 

Next door at 717-19 Bourbon, there is another building that is identical to 715 Bourbon, except that it is a 

double building rather than a single.   

 

Rating:   Green - of local architectural and/or historical importance. 

 
Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     09/16/20    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     09/16/20 

Permit # 20-33504-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Appeal of Architecture Committee denial of proposal to demolish existing stoops and lower door sills by 

18”, per application & materials received 10/08/19 & 09/10/2020, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   09/16/20 

 

This application was reviewed and ultimately denied by the Architecture Committee at the 07/28/2020 

meeting. Similar applications have been reviewed across two additional Architecture Committee meetings 

dating back to 10/22/2019.  The current proposal would lower the interior floor height 18” while 

maintaining the building walls and windows at the current heights. Staff notes that the current proposal 

would not provide accessibility to the building and would result in numerous highly atypical extra tall 

doors. The existing doors would be replaced with new doors, frames, and transoms with the new doors 

approximately 18” taller than the existing. Not only would the extra tall doors be atypical, staff is 

concerned about the proposed removal of the historic building fabric that appears to be in overall good 

condition. 

 

The proposal would also eliminate three stoops on Bourbon St. and replace them with significantly 

smaller stoops. Again, staff is concerned about this unnecessary removal of historic fabric and notes that 

stoops have become an increasingly endangered building element with a great number of stoops having 

been eliminated from the district in the last 50-75 years. 

 

Finally, although the proposed exterior changes to the building are limited, the proposed interior changes 

would be very drastic and the overall language of the building would become muddled and confusing. 

Staff notes that the current proposal would not allow for accessibility into the building as all patrons 

would still need to use stairs to get into the building. Staff suggests that if the applicant wishes to add 

accessibility into the buildings that a ramp located between the two buildings would provide access to 

both buildings at a minimal expense and with minimal impact on the historic building. 

 

The applicant has provided documentation noting the problems outside the building that they believe are a 

direct result of the existing stoops. The applicant notes numerous police reports of incidents taking place 

outside the building, photographs of people sitting or sleeping on or adjacent to the stoops, and notes the 

near impossibility for disabled people to get in and out of the building. Again, staff notes that the current 

proposal would not be ADA compliant as steps would still be used to access the building. In a previous 

meeting the applicant stated that a plan for accessibility would come at a later time. Regarding the 

problems perceived to be a direct result of the stoops, staff notes that the current proposal would still 

include stoops, although admittedly smaller than the existing stoops.   

 

If the major motivation for the proposal is to reduce or eliminate the use of the stoops by our City’s 

tourists, staff recommends that significantly less drastic options be explored before they approach the 

level currently proposed. Staff questions if some minimally visible “hostile architecture” approaches may 

be successful in reducing the problems reported by the applicant without affecting the overall architecture 

of this well-preserved green-rated building. 

 

Staff recommends denial of the current proposal.   

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    09/16/20 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      07/28/2020    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     07/28/2020 

Permit # 20-33504-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to lower existing buildings approximately 18”, remove/replace existing exterior stairs/stoops, 

and replace existing exterior doors, per application & materials received 07/06/2020. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   07/28/2020 

 

A new application has been filed but the proposed plans appear to be very similar, if not identical, to the 

proposal that was reviewed at the 01/28/2020 meeting. That application was deferred at the applicant’s 

request during that meeting. The current proposal would lower the interior floor height 18” while 

maintaining the building walls and windows at the current heights. Staff notes that the current proposal 

would not provide accessibility to the building and would result in numerous highly atypical extra tall 

doors. The existing doors would be replaced with new doors, frames, and transoms with the new doors 

approximately 18” taller than the existing. Not only would the extra tall doors be atypical, staff is 

concerned about the proposed removal of the historic building fabric that appears to be in overall good 

condition. 

 

The proposal would also eliminate three stoops on Bourbon St. and replace them with significantly 

smaller stoops. Again, staff is concerned about this unnecessary removal of historic fabric and notes that 

stoops have become an increasingly endangered building element with a great number of stoops having 

been eliminated from the district in the last 50-75 years. 

 

Finally, although the proposed exterior changes to the building are limited, the proposed interior changes 

would be very drastic and the overall language of the building would become muddled and confusing. 

 

Staff is unsure of what the motivation for the proposal is, as the current proposal would not allow for 

accessibility into the building as all patrons would still need to use stairs to get into the building. Staff 

suggests that if the applicant wishes to add accessibility into the buildings that a ramp located between the 

two buildings would provide access to both buildings at a minimal expense and with minimal impact on 

the historic building. Additionally, the elements proposed to be replaced under this proposal do not appear 

to be in need of total replacement and in the case of the stoops, are becoming increasingly rare.  

 

Staff recommends denial of the proposal. 

 

ARCHITECTURE COMMITTEE ACTION:    07/28/2020 

 

Mr. Albrecht gave the staff presentation with Mr. Williams present on behalf of the application. Mr. 

Williams noted that part of the inspiration for the application is that they want to create a stoop that’s not 

comfortable. Mr. Williams continued that with the existing stoops one cannot traverse the sidewalk when 

Bourbon St. is full and the existing stoops are a hotspot for drugs and prostitutes. Mr. Fifield noted that 

the Committee would look solely at the architectural merits of the overall proposal and that issues of 

hardship would need to be heard by the Commission. 

 

Mr. Silverstein, an attorney representing the owner, stated that the Committee cannot overrule the ADA 

requirements. Mr. Fifield responded noting that the proposal would not be ADA compliant. Mr. Williams 

stated that lowering the building will allow for easier ADA accessibility in the future. Ms. DiMaggio 

stated that it would be beneficial to see the proposed ADA accessibility as a part of the overall proposal. 

With no additional comments, Mr. Fifield moved on to the next item on the agenda. 

 

Public Comment: 

French Quarter Citizens opposes the proposed application for the many reasons noted in the staff report. 

We note that both of these buildings have already had window alterations under the current ownership 

and this proposal would completely change what previously existed. We refer to the comments a few 

months ago by Commissioners Lawrence and Gasperecz on a different project proposal in which they 

noted a building should not be changed to suit a use but rather use should follow what exists. We agree. 

We request that the committee deny any further changes and loss to this structure. 

 

Nikki Szalwinski 

French Quarter Citizens 

 

Regarding this matter my client is suffering due to the continuing blocking of the entrance to this building 

by (1) sitting on the stoops or (2) by blocking the entrance.  We have attempted to resolve this issue by 

meeting with then Councilmember, Nadine Ramsey, and her staff arranged a meeting with the 

commander of the NOPD district which is only blocks away.  For a few months, the police responded, but 

with the overall crime increase in the French Quarter that police stopped responding, and the crime 

continues.  Recently, we contacted the current councilmember, but no activiity. While I appreciate that 

this is not a pure architectual issue, it does affect quality of life and the life of this business which is 

suffering by this and also by the impact of the pandemic. 
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Irl R. Silverstein 

The Silverstein Law Firm, APLC 

 

Life Safety -limited social distancing  

 

Quality of Life-  

swearing and harassing locals and tourist 

Sleeping on the steps 

Selling mardi gras beads in place then drugs 

Human trafficking  

Kicking bottles from the steps causing broken glasses 

 

Sid Sid 

 

Discussion and motion: 

Mr. Bergeron moved to deny the proposal. Ms. DiMaggio seconded the motion, which passed 

unanimously. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      01/28/2020    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     01/28/2020 

Permit # 19-32012-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to lower existing buildings approximately 18”, remove/replace existing exterior stairs/stoops, 

and replace existing exterior doors, per materials received 01/04/2020. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   01/28/2020 

 

A similar application to lower to building completely to grade was reviewed and ultimately denied at the 

10/08/2019 Architecture Committee meeting. Unfortunately that complete staff report is unavailable at 

this time due to the recent cyber-attack, but the staff report centered mostly on the basis that the 

application was being made in order to provide accessibility into the buildings. Staff noted that there were 

several alternative options available that would provide accessibility into the building without the need 

for such a drastic alteration. 

 

The current proposal would lower the interior floor height 18” while maintaining the building walls and 

windows at the current heights. Although significantly less heavy handed than the previous proposal, staff 

notes that the current proposal would not provide accessibility to the building and would result in 

numerous highly atypical extra tall doors. The existing doors would be replaced with new doors, frames, 

and transoms with the new doors approximately 18” taller than the existing. Not only would the extra tall 

doors be atypical, staff is concerned about the proposed removal of the historic building fabric that 

appears to be in overall good condition. 

 

The proposal would also eliminate three stoops on Bourbon St. and replace them with significantly 

smaller stoops. Again, staff is concerned about this unnecessary removal of historic fabric and notes that 

stoops have become an increasingly endangered building element with a great number of stoops having 

been eliminated from the district in the last 50-75 years. 

 

Finally, although the proposed exterior changes to the building are limited, the proposed interior changes 

would be very drastic and the overall language of the building would become muddled and confusing. 

 

Staff is unsure of what the motivation for the proposal is, as the current proposal would not allow for 

accessibility into the building as all patrons would still need to use stairs to get into the building. 

Additionally, the elements proposed to be replaced do not appear to be in need of total replacement and in 

the case of the stoops, are becoming increasingly rare.  

 

Staff recommends denial of the proposal.  

 

ARCHITECTURE COMMITTEE ACTION:    01/28/2020 

 

Mr. Block presented the staff report with Messrs. Heck and Siddiqui present on behalf of the application.  

The applicant requested a deferral in order to explore other alternatives and further discuss the issues with 

his client.  Ms. DiMaggio moved for a deferral. Mr. Bergeron seconded the motion and the motion passed 

unanimously.   

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     11/06/19    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     11/06/19 

Permit # 19-32012-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Appeal of Architecture Committee denial of proposal to demolish existing stoops, lower existing first 

floor elevation 30” to near grade, and to install new millwork to correspond to taller openings, per 
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application & materials received 10/08/19. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   11/06/19 

 

The applicant is appealing the proposal which was denied at the 10/22/19 Architecture Committee 

meeting. At that meeting staff noted that the work on the exterior of the building would primarily be 

limited to the numerous door openings and stoops. The applicant proposes to demolish the various 

existing stoops and to extend the door openings about 2’ lower than existing. The tops of the door 

openings and transoms would not change. This work would create an atypically tall door approximately 

9’6” tall.  

 

Although not explicitly stated, staff suspects that a motivation for the proposal may be to make the 

buildings more accessible. In regards to providing accessibility to a historic building the guidelines 

recommend the following: 

“ 

• Retaining historic entrance stairs and door(s) 

• Providing an accessible entrance that is respectful when access to the front door is not possible – 

located close to the principal entrance and designed in a manner that is visually unobtrusive and 

compatible with a building’s style 

• Complying with all aspects of accessibility requirements, while minimizing alteration of the 

primary building façade and architectural features 

• Installing a ramp and/or a lift within a building envelope where it is possible to modify an 

existing door sill to allow entry at grade 

• Installing a lift in lieu of a ramp where it would be less obtrusive 

• Selecting a ramp or lift style that is compatible with the building” (VCC DG: 13-8) 

 

Based off of these guidelines as well as others regarding door modifications, staff does not find the 

proposed work approvable. Staff also questions if this proposal would be approved by the building 

department in terms of the flood plain requirements. At the Architecture Committee meeting, the 

applicant stated that the base flood elevation would allow them to reduce the first floor elevation to 18” 

above the highest curb. 

 

Staff suggests that an alternative proposal that limits the modification to only the less significant door 

opening on the Orleans elevation would be far more appropriate. A ramp or lift inside of this opening 

would provide accessibility to the building while complying with the recommendations from the 

guidelines.  

 

Although the more substantial work would occur on the interior of the building and outside of VCC 

jurisdiction, staff notes that eliminating the elevated first floor would be a significant detrimental change 

to this green-rated building. The Architecture Committee noted that this building was originally 

constructed for residential use and that it would be inappropriate to alter it in order to force a commercial 

use. 

 

Staff recommends denial of the proposal to lower the building but would welcome alternative proposals 

to provide accessibility in a less intrusive way. The Architecture Committee voted to deny the proposal as 

submitted. 

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    11/06/19 

 

The application was deferred at the applicant’s request prior to the meeting. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     10/22/19    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     10/22/19 

Permit # 19-32012-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to demolish existing stoops, lower existing first floor elevation 30” to near grade, and to install 

new millwork to correspond to taller openings, per application & materials received 10/08/19. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   10/22/19 

 

The work on the exterior of the building would primarily be limited to the numerous door openings and 

stoops. The applicant proposes to demolish the various existing stoops and to extend the door openings 

about 2’ lower than existing. The tops of the door openings and transoms would not change. This work 

would create an atypically tall door approximately 9’6” tall.  

 

Although not explicitly stated, staff suspects that a motivation for the proposal may be to make the 

buildings more accessible. In regards to providing accessibility to a historic building the guidelines 

recommend the following: 

 

“ 

• Retaining historic entrance stairs and door(s) 
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• Providing an accessible entrance that is respectful when access to the front door is not possible – 

located close to the principal entrance and designed in a manner that is visually unobtrusive and 

compatible with a building’s style 

• Complying with all aspects of accessibility requirements, while minimizing alteration of the 

primary building façade and architectural features 

• Installing a ramp and/or a lift within a building envelope where it is possible to modify an 

existing door sill to allow entry at grade 

• Installing a lift in lieu of a ramp where it would be less obtrusive 

• Selecting a ramp or lift style that is compatible with the building” (VCC DG: 13-8) 

 

Based off of these guidelines as well as others regarding door modifications, staff does not find the 

proposed work approvable. Staff also questions if this proposal would be approved by the building 

department in terms of the flood plain requirements.  

 

Staff suggests that an alternative proposal that limits the modification to only the less significant door 

opening on the Orleans elevation would be far more appropriate. A ramp or lift inside of this opening 

would provide accessibility to the building while complying with the recommendations from the 

guidelines.  

 

Although the more substantial work would occur on the interior of the building and outside of VCC 

jurisdiction, staff notes that eliminating the elevated first floor would be a significant detrimental change 

to this green-rated building. 

 

Staff recommends denial of the proposal to lower the building but would welcome alternative proposals 

to provide accessibility in a less intrusive way. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   10/22/19 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Williams present on behalf of the application. Mr. Williams 

stated that he wasn’t sure if this building had not been raised at some point.  He further stated that he 

would be happy with only lowering it halfway.  Mr. Fifield stated that the building had no apparent major 

alterations and that there were alternate ways to gain access to the commercial space.  He further stated 

that the original use of this building was residential and that it would be inappropriate to alter it in order to 

force a commercial use.  Mr. Williams stated that base flood elevation would allow them to go to 18” for 

historic districts.   

 

Ms. DiMaggio moved to deny the proposal to demolish the existing stoops and lower the first floor 

elevation.  Mr. Fifield seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 
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